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የጢሊና ትንሽ ማh4ቢያ 

ሁጥጹ የሚያየው በፈ5 በብጨኑ ዓይን ነው  

እኔ በእኔ ዓይን የማየውን 

አንተ ባንተ ዓይን ካጧየጢጩኝ ብጪ አጹባ ጓ2 የሚ 1 

ዓጹባ ገነን ብቻ ነው  

እንኳን የጨጧው ፣1ቶ የፈ9ጹ ዓይን ትጧንት ካየው የዛፉው ይጤያጩ  

እንዳጋ ሚ ጣኖ ወይንጹ ጩጎ  ያጹ  ይኽጹ የሚያዩት አንድ ከጣነ ይገ ማጥ  

ከጩጣነጹ አጩጣነጹ ሁጥጹ በየ ናቸው ይኼዳጥ ወይንጹ ይከን ጥ  

ይጢጹ ጤተ 2 ጹንጹ የሚደንቅ አይደጤጹ  

የተ 2ን )4ረት ወ1ዶ ወ1ዶ አንድ የሚያደ1ገው ጩዩነቱ ነውና! 

ይጢ የሚደን፣ው 4ው ካጤ ድን፤1ናን ዘ)ዱ ያደረገ ብቻ ነው  

እዚጢ ማ9ተወሻ ው9  የተ ረው  

ግንዛቤጹ  በዚሁ )ን 9 እንዲ)ዝገብ እንጂ  

ያንተ ዓይን እኔ ያየሁትን ካጧየ ተብጪ  

እንካ 4ጧንትያ ጤ)ክ ት እንዳጩጣነ 

ጧንባቢ ማh4ብ ይወደዳጩ  

ይጩቅ  ሁጥጹ ተ)ክ2ውን ቢያካ ጩ 

ጤፈ9ጹ ጤወገንጹ ጤትውጩድጹ 

የሚ ቅጹ ከጣነ ይ ቅማጩ  

ካጩጣ ነጹ  `ተ ባ ጤ ` ተብጪ ይታጤ ጩ  

ተባጤጹ ፣) ግን  

ሁጥጹ የሁጤ)ናችን 

ዕ ብ ድንጋይ ጣኖ 

ወደ ሚ፣ ጤው ያፈጹደናጩና  

ዞ2 ዞ2 ሩ ይጣናጩ !!! ይ ዳጩ! 

ሕ. ብ.  14/12/2011 
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„ወገናዊነት ጤጹን “ 

ከየት ? 
_ 
ጢዝብ  ዓጤጹ  4ው ጤዘ)ናት የተፈኮተው  የተተፈ)4ው  አሁንጹ በከ ጩ የሚፈኮተውና የሚተፈ)4ው አፈት 

ትጧጩቅ ፤ጹነገ2ች ጧይ የሚያደ14ው ብ፦ት ጤማግኘት ነው 
የ4ው ጩጅ 4ጧጹ ይ ጩጋጩ  ጤብጩ ግና ይደክማጩ  ጤ4ብዓዊ የባጢጩ ዕድገት ይታገጧጩ  )ን 5ን የሚያረጋጋበት 

ዕጹነት ይሻጩ  4ጧጹ  ብጩ ግና  ባጢጩና ዕጹነት ናቸው  የ4ውን ጩጅ በዓጤጹ  በየሀገሩና  በየጎፈው እያ4ጤ  የየፈ5ን 

ፈዕይ የሚያ9 ሩት  

ትጩ፤ና )4ረታዊው ፤ጹ ነገ1  ማጤትጹ  አቢይ ፉ ነገሩ ደግሞ  እነዚጢ አፈቱ ትጧጩቅ ግቦች  እየተደጋገ  

እንዲ9ተጋበሩና አንድ የጋፈ ጢብረ ፉ  የሚ4 በትን እው፣ትና  በብ   4ብዓዊ ባጢጩንና 4ጧማዊ )ን 9ን )ካን 

ነው  

ይጢ እንዲhካ   4ው  ጢዝብ  ከሁጥጹ በጧይ ደግሞ በአንድ ሀገ1 ው9  በታሪኩ ወ ጹ ወረደ  እየተዛ)ደ 6ወ1ድ 

6ዋረድ በአንድነት የኖረ ጢዝብ  በነዚጢ ፤ጹ ነገ2ች ጹጠከጩ ያጤውን ግንኙነትና )9ተጋብ1 ከ9ረ )4ረቱ ) በት 

ይኖ1በታጩ  ይጢን የተረዱና ይጢ ፉ ነገ1 የጣነጧቸው  ጢዝቦችና 4ው ሁጥ  ጹናጩባት የጨጧውን ጢዝብና 4ው  አዎ 

እፈhቸውን ጤ) በቅጹ ይጣናጩ  ያተፈጹ5ና ያጹ5 ይጣናጩ እንጂ  የየፈhቸውን 4ጧጹና ብጩ ግና ባጢጧዊ ዕድገትና 

ዕጹነታቸውን አግኝተው  አዎ እናው፦ጤን  ይኖሩታጩ  ጤውድ ሀገፈችን  ከዳ1 እ9ከዳ1 የሁጧችንጹ ጤጣነችውና 

በዚጢጹ ጣነ በዚያ  እናት አባቶቻችን እየደከሙና እየታገጥ እየተhhቱጹ ጣነ እያጤሙ እ9ክዛፉ ድረ9 በነ ነትና 

በጢብረት  ጧቆይጩን ኢትዮጵያ ሀገፈችን ጢጩውና ይጣን ዘንድ  የጋፈውን ጢብረ ፉ ጤ)ካን  ዘ)ናችንና ትውጩዳችን 

በሚ ቅደውና በደረ4በት የዕው፣ት )4ረት ከ9ረ )4ረቱ ))ፈ)1 አጤብን  ኢትዮጵያ ሁጥንጹ የሚያቅ  

ሁጤንተናዊ ፈዕይ ያ9 ጩጋታጩ  ያጤን ጹ1  ወይ )ኖ1 ወይ ) ት ነው  )ኖ1ን  ሕይወትን ነው 

የጹን)1 ው  ጤኢትዮጵያ የጹን)1 ው   

9ጤጣነጹ  ኢትዮጵያ ጤዘጧጤጹ እንድትኖ1  ጤ1ዕዮተ ኢትዮጵያ የሚጣን ሁጤገብ አ9ተh4ብ  ይጢ „ወገናዊነት ጤጹን “ 
የሚጩ የሕብረ ቅጧ  )4ረተ ሀhብ  ከብዙ የሕይወት ወ ገባና ተሞክ2 እንዲሁጹ የ ጩ9 ና ግንዛቤና ናት በኋጧ 

የተነደ  ሀ h ብ እዚጢ ይ፣1ባጩ  

„ወገናዊነት ጤጹን “  ጤጹን?  

1ኛ/ ጹ1ጹሩ  ከቆየ )ን hዊ ግንዛቤጹ በኋጧ የተገኘና )ን hዊ ገ ታ ያጤው )ጣኑ ብቻ hይጣን  ወገናዊነቱ ከየትጹ 

ጣነ ከጹን  ጤhይን9ጹ ጣነ ጤዕጹነት  ክ ት ክ9ተት )ጣኑን ጤማ)ጩከት ነው  

2ኛ/ ና  ዋናው ግን ከሁጥጹ በጧይ የጣነ አንድ  አንዳች ጹን  ሕይወት እንዳጧት ጤማ)ጩከት 6ጣን  ጤማይዳ44ውና  

ጤማይ በ ው   ከግንዛቤ  አድማ9 ው  ጤጣነው አንድ አጹጧክና  ሁጥን አ፣   አዎ ! ከጠይማኖት በጧይ ጤጣነ 
ዕጹነት  ጤዚጢ ወይንጹ ጤዚያ ፣ኖናዊ ጠይማኖታዊነት hይጣን  ጤጹን  ብቻ ወገናዊነት የሚ4ማው  የአንድነት 

)ጩዕክት )ጣኑን ጤማhየት ነው   

ወዴት  ? 

ከየት  ና  ወዴት ዓቢይ የ4ው ጩጅ ያቄዎች ናቸው  በነዚጢ )ጠከጩ  በhይን9ጹ ተ)ረ)ረ  በዕጹነትጹ ታ4በ  

የ4ው ጩጅ ዝንተ ዓጤጹ እ9ቆ 3ጩ  እዚያ ማዶ hንጡድ  እዚጢኛው ረ  እ9ከቆየንና   4ው እ9ከጣን ድረ9 ደግሞ  

ጹ የጣነ የ)ደጹደሚያ )ጩhቸውን አናገኝጧቸውጹ  ተገኝቷጩ  የጤጹ አው፦ጤሁ የሚጤን  ካጤ  ትጧንትጹ አባይ 

ነበ1  ዛፉጹ አጧዋ፥ ነው  ጉዞው በነዚጢ ማሀከጩ (ከየትና ወዴት) ግን  ከ ጹ ጤማጹ ሁጨ ወደ  

ሕብረ ቅጧ  እንደነበ1 እናው፦ጤን  ነውጹ!  
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ሕብረ ቅጧ  ጹን ማጤት ነው? 

ሕይወት ማጤትጹ ሕጩውና በአፈት ዋና ዋና )9ኮች ትገጤ ጤች  ት9ተጋበፈጤች  

1ኛ/ በማጢበፈዊ )9ክ  2ኛ/ በባጢጧዊ )9ክ  3ኛ/ በ፤9 አካጧዊ )9ክና  4ኛ/ በ)ን hዊ )9ክ  

እነዚጢ )9ኮች የየፈhቸው ዓቢይ )ድረሻ ግብ  የሚጓጉጧቸውና የሚ9ቧቸው ፤ጹ ነገ2ች አጫቸው  

1ኛ/ ማጢበፈዊ )9ክ ጤ4ጧጹ  2ኛ/ ባጢጧዊ )9ክ ጤ4ብዓዊ ባጢጩ  3ኛ/ ፤9 አካጧዊ )9ክ ጤብጩ ግና  እንዲሁጹ 

4ኛ/ )ን hዊ )9ክ ጤዕጹነት  ጤረ፣፣ ዕጹነት  

ጤእነዚጢ )ድረሻ ግቦች የ4ው ጩጅ የሚደክ)ው  ጤየፈ9 ፤ጹ ነገ1ነታቸው ብቻ hይጣን  የኋጧ ኋጧ ትውጩድ 

ትውጩድን 6ተካ በሚያ9)ዘግበው የዕድገትና የ1፣ት ጉዞው  1ኛ/  ቤተ 4ጧሙን ጤማግኘት  2ኛ/ ሙጥ 4ብዓዊ ነ ነት 

ጤ)፣ናጀት  3ኛ/  ወደ ማዊነት የሚያ)ፈ hይንhዊ ዕው፣ት ጧይ ጤ)ድረ9  እና እንዲሁጹ 4ኛ/  በ)ጪኮታዊ 

በብ ጤ)ካን ይችጩ ዘንድ ነው  ሕብረ ቅጧ  እነዚጢን በሙጥ ይ)ጤከታጩ  

ሕብረ ቅጧ  እነዚጢን ፤ጹ ነገ2ችንና )ድረሻ ግቦችን በየገ ታቸውና 

በጢብፈዊነታቸው ሊ9ተጋበሩና ሊ፣ናጁ የሚችጥበትን ሕይወት  በረ፣፣ 

አእጹ2  ማ9ተናገድ  ማhናድትና ) 1 ማጤት ነው  

 

ይጢ ሕብረ ቅጧ  6)ረ)1 ጹንድን ነው? 

  

http://guzoliyu.wordpress.com/wheel88/
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አንዱ ጹን  

4ጧጹና ማዊነትን በ4 ው ያ፣1ባጩ  የማይ በ ውና የማይገረ44ው 
የወድያኛው ዓጤጹ በእ1ግ ኝነት በነዚጢ የተሞጧ )ጣን  4ጤአጤበት  

 

4ጧጹና ማዊነት  ግን የ4ማይ )ና hይጣኑ በታሪክና በጹ1ጹ1 የሚኮተኮቱ )ድረሻ ግቦች ናቸው  
የ4ው ጩጅ ከ  ያጤው )ድረሻ ዓጧማውን ተክኖ ከጹን  ጋ1 ይገናኝ ዘንድ   

የ4ው ጩጅ የአፈቱን ሕብረ ዜማ /4ጧጹና ማዊነት  ባጢጩና ዕጹነትን/ የሚ፣ጧ፣ጤው የባጢጩና 
የዕጹነት ግቦች ባጤቤትና ባጤጉዳይ በ)ጣን  እነዚጢን ወደ ማዊነት ጤማድረ9 በጊዜናቦታ እየገ4ገ4ና  

ባጢጧዊ እድገትን 6ያ9)ዘግብ ነው  
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 „)ጩካጹ ነገ2ች ሁጨ ሶ9ት ሶ9ት እየጣኑ ነው የሚ) ት“ ይባጧጩ 

ማጢበፈዊ )9ክ 
4ጧጹ ጤ4ው ጩጅ  እንደ ማhረጊያ ብ1ቅ ጉዳይ ተዋቅፈ የጹትከበበው 

በ 9ነ )ንግፁት  በማጢበረ 4ብ ና በቤተ 4ብ ማእከጩ ው9  ነው  

 

ማጢበፈዊ )9ክ 

የ4ነ )ንግፁት  የማጢበረ 4ብና የቤተ 4ብ  )9ተጋብ1 4ጧጹን ከ  ባጤው ቤተ 4ጧጹ አያዋ፣ረ 

የሚየ፣1ብጩን የታሪክ እ1ጹጃ  ነው  

* 
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4ብዓዊ )9ክና ሁጤንተናዊ )9ክ 
ቤተ 4ጧጹ ተብጪ የተ4የ)ው ፉ ነገ1  የሕብረ ቅጧ ው ማዕከጩ  ወይንጹ የ ሪነት አ9ኳጥ 

የ)ጀ)ሪያው የሚ፣ያየ1 )ጤያው (variable) 6ጣን  ይጢጹ  የ4ው ጩጅ የተ9  ን ፥ ነ ብፈቅ 

በጣነው  በ)ን hዊ የጹሕረት ግንኙነት ተወh4ቦ የተዘረጋ  ነው  

ቤተ 4ጧጹ ማጤት ዕው፣ትና 1፣ት በብና ነ ነት ገንኖ የሚገኝበት  በጠhብ የሚታጤጹ  ከ  ያጤ 

የ4ው ጩጅ ማጢበፈዊ የ4ጧጹ 4 1 ነው  

- ከ  ብጪ የሚታ4ብ  )ን hዊ ተ 2 ያጤው ማጢበፈዊ ና ነ  ክጩጩ ! 

)ን hዊ ጹሕረት

  

4ብዓዊ ተ9  

• ዕጹነት 
• የ)ን hዊ      

)9ክ ግብ 

• ባጢጩ 
• የባጢጧዊ    )9ክ 

ግብ 

• ማዊነት 

•   

• የ፤9 አካጧዊ   
)9ክ ግብ 

 

• 4ጧጹ 
• የማጢበፈዊው 

)9ክ ግብ 

ቤተ 4ጧጹ ዕው፣ት 

በብ ነ ነት 
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፤9 አካጧዊ )9ክ 
)ድረሻው ጠብት የሚጣነው ማዊነት እየረ፣፣  የ ሪነት ችጪታ የሚዳብረው  ጹን  በ4ው 

ጩጅ እፈ5ን 6ከ9ት ነው  ጹ1ጹ1ና hይን9 እየገ4ገ4 6ፈ)ድ  በ4ው  በ ረትና በ4ማያት 

ጉዳዮች ጧይ የሚከናወነው የረ፣፣ ናት ወደ ማhረጊያው የዕው፣ት ማዕከጩ እያደረ4 ይ) ጩ  

ዕው፣ትጹ የ ሪነት ማዕከጥ ሁጤተኛው የሚ፣ያየ1 )ጤያው  ነው  

 

፤9 አካጧዊ )9ክ 

* 
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ባጢጧዊው )9ክ 

ባጢጩ የ4ው ጩጅ የ4ጧማዊ ሕብረ ግንኙነት )4ረት 6ጣን  ይጢጹ የሚከ4ተው በ9ነ )ንግፁት 
ጢግና ደንቦች  በማጢበረ4ቡ 9ነ ጹግባ1ና በቤተ 4ባዊ የ ቅ1 )4ረት ነው   

በ4ው ጩጅ 4ብዓዊ ባጢጩ ዕድገት አማካይነት  ነ ነት ጧይ ይደረhጩ   
ነ ነትጹ  የ ሪነት ማዕከጥ ው9  ሶ9ተኛው የሚ፣ያየ1 )ጤያው  ነው  

 

ባጢጧዊው )9ክ 

* 
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)ን hዊ )9ክ 
ዕጹነት ከ ማዊነት ጠብት ጋ1 እጅ ጤእጅ የሚደጋገ  የ ሪነት ፣9፦ሽ ክ9ተት ነው   

እጹነት  ጠይማኖትና ጢሊና በቤተ 4ጧጹ ክጩጩ ው9  እ19 በ1hቸው 69ተጋበሩ   
ጤ4ው ጩጅ የዕጹነት ግቡን ያበጁጤታጩ  ይጢ ግብ በባዊነት 6ጣን   

በብጹ  የ ሪነቱ ማዕከጩ ው9  አፈተኛው የሚ፣ያየ1 )ጤያ ው ይጣናጩ  

 

)ን hዊው )9ክ 
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ተ9  ጤ4ው ጩጅ  የሕይወቱ )1ጢ የሚጣነውን ያጢጩ  ጤ ሪነት ማዕከጥጹ አጹ9ተኛው ተ፣ያያሪ 
)ጤያው ነው  ይጢጹ ጹን   ጤ4ው ጩጅ የሚያ9)ጤክተው )ድረሻ ግቡ  ማጤትጹ   

የሕይወት 9ረ )ን9ኤው እንዳጤ ጣኖ ነው   
 

በሕይወት ው9  አንዳችጹ ጉዳይና ነገ1  

በሕብረ ቅጧ (1 

ው9  የማይ ፦ጤጩ የጤጹ  

ባ ሩ  
I. – 4ጧጹ እንደ ሚደረ9 ግብና ድንበ1  ወይንጹ  ቤተ 4ጧጹ ማዕከጥ ው9  

የሚታጤጹ ጉዳይ ጣኖ hጤ  9ነ )ንግፁት  ማጢበረ 4ብ እና ቤተ 4ብ 
የማጢበፈዊ )9ኩን )ዋቅፈዊ ተ 2 ያበጃጥ  

 
II. – ባጢጩ እየተኮተኮተ የሚያድግ ዳ1 ድንበ1  ወይንጹ ነ ነት ማዕከጥ ዘንድ 

ሊደረ9በት የሚቻጩ ክ9ተት 6ጣን  ሕገ)ንግፁት  ግብረ ገብ እና ቅ1 የ4ው 
ጩጅ ን፤ የባጢጩ )9ኩን ይገጩ ጥ  እነዚጢ ማጢበፈዊ ና ባጢጧዊ )9ኮች 9ነ  
አይጹ2ን (intelligence) የ4ው ጩጅ ጤጣነው ከ ጩ ዓጤጹ  እንደ ዋነኛው 
የማዕከጥ ጹ4ሶና ተ ጧጊ (attractor) ፤ጹ ነገ1 አድ1ገው ያ፣1ቡጤታጩ  

 
III. – ሀብት  ሪነትን ጹ ጤማድረግ ሊደረ9በት የሚቻጩ ዳ1ድንበ1 6ጣን  

ወይንጹ ዕው፣ት  ማዕከጥ ዘንድ ማዊነት እንዲያገኝ   4ማያት (universe) 
ተ 2ና  የ4ው ዘ1 የ፤9  አካጧዊው )9ክ ዋነኛ የ ናት 4ረ )4ረት ይጣናጥ  

 

IV. – ዕጹነት እንደ 4ው ጩጅ )ድረሻ ግብ / ዳ1 ድንበ1  ወይንጹ በብ በማዕከጥ 
ዘንድ ታጩሞ ተ)1ጹ2 ሊደረ9በት የሚቻጩ 6ጣን   እጹነት ጠይማኖትና ሕሊና 
6ዛ)ድ  የ4ው ጩጅ የን፦ት ጠያጩነት በ)ን hዊ )9ክ ተ ቅጩጪ ይታያጩ  
፤9 አካጧዊ ና )ን hዊ )9ኮቹ 9ነ ሀይጩን (energy) እንደ )ጼረታዊ ተ ጧጊ 
፤ጹ ነገ1ና ጤአጹጧካዊው /ከ4ውጩጅ ጤተጤየው/ ከ ጩ ዓጤጹ  እንደ ዋነኛው 
ጹ9ሶ አድ1ገው ያዛጹዱታጩ  

 
V. – አጹ9ተኛው  የ4ው ጩጅ )ጤኮታዊው (transcendental) )9ክ )ድረሻ ግቡ 

ና አንድ ጹን   ጧይ ጤ)ድረ9  ተ4 ብ1ጠንን የሕይወቱ )1ጢ አድ1ጎ 
6ደክጹ  በሁጥጹ ረድ   ከአፈቱጹ )9ኮች ጋ1 እየተዋጠደ ይ9ተጋበፈጩ  
ማጤትጹ የ4ው ጩጅ  በማጢበፈዊው  በ፤9 አካጧዊው  በባጢጧዊው እና እንዲሁጹ 
በ)ን hዊው )9ኮች ው9  ሁጥ ይ9ተጋበፈጩ የ9ተናገዳጩ ማጤት ነው  

 

VI. - 9ድ9ተኛው  )ጤኮታዊው የሁጤንተናዊነት /የእግዚአ ብጡ1/ )9ክ  አንዱ 
ጹን  የ) ረሻውን የ)ጠሪነት )1ሁን የ4ውን ጩጅ ጤማዳን አንግቦ  ባጥት 
ረድ ች በሙጥ  ከሁጥጹ ከአጹ9ቱጹ )9ኮች ጋ1  በ4ው ጩጅ )ጤኮታዊው 
)9ክ አማካይነት ይ9ተጋበፈጩ  ማጤትጹ  የሁጤንተናዊነት /የእግዚአ ብጡ1/ 
)9ኩ  ከ4ውጩጅ )ጤኮታዊው )9ክ ጋ1 እየተ9ተጋበረ በው9 ው ግንኙነት 
ይዘማ)ደዋጩ ማጤት ነው  
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የሚ ጤጉት ፤ጹ ነገ2ች(ግብ) 
(Attractors of Meanings) 

 
በሕብረ ቅጧ ው )ድረኮች ው9  ያጥት እያንዳንዳቸው  ንዑ9 ክ ጪች የየፈhቸው 

ተ ጧጊ ፤ጹ ነገ1 አጤቸው  እነዚጢጹ የ4ው ጩጅ የሚከተጧቸው ክ  ያጥ ግቦቹ ግብ  ናቸው  

 

I. ማጢበፈዊው )9ክ 
የጢዝብ አገዛዝ 

ብጩ ግና 

ማጢበፈዊ ሀብት 

 

II. ባጢጧዊው )9ክ 
ጤጢግ )ገዛት (የጢግ በጧይነት) 

ማጢበፈዊ ትጢ 

ጩቦና 

 

III. ፤9 አካጧዊው )9ክ 
4ው )ጣን  4ብዓዊ ነት 

ን፦ተ ሕይወት 

የ ረት ጹን ና ጹ9 ረ ረት 

 

IV. )ን hዊው )9ክ 
ን፦ተ ጢሊና 

የዕውነት ጤጋ/ጹ9 ረ 9ጧ8 

፤ጹ ነገ1 ና ፈዕይ 
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I. የማጢበፈዊው )9ክ ነዑ9 ክ ጪች(ግብ) 

1. 9ነ )ንግፁት  

 
1. ሕግ አው  ጉባኤ 

 2. ሕግ አ9 ሚ አካጩ 

3. ሕግ )ወ4ኛ አካጩ 

   4. የጢዝብ አገዛዝ  

* 

2. ማጢበረ 4ብ  

 
1. ትጹጢ1ት 

2. ጹ1ት 

3. 91 ትና ማጢበፈዊ ገቢያ 

4. ብጩ ግና  

* 
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3. ቤተ 4ብ  

 
1. 4ብአዊ 9ነ አይጹ2  

2. የፁፈ ጠይጩና አገጩግጪት  

3. ገቢ ና ጧጎት 

4. ማጢበፈዊ ሀብት  

 

*** 

II. የባጢጧዊው )9ክ ንዑ9 ክ ጪች(ግብ)  
1. ሕግ 

 
1. 4ብዓዊ )ጼረታዊ ጢግ 

2. ትጠ ብጡ1ና የተዛ)ዱ ጢጎሽ 

3.  ወንጀጤኝ )ቅ ና የተዛ)ዱ ጢጎች 

4. ጤጢግ )ገዛት (የጢግ በጧይነት) 

* 
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2. 9ነ ጹግባ1 

 
1. ማጢበፈዊ 

2.  ባጢጧዊ 

3. ተጤጹዶ ታሪካዊ 

4. ማጢበፈዊ ትጢ 

* 

3. 4ብዓዊ ቅ1 

 
1. )ን hዊ 

2.  አካጧዊ 

3. ባጢጧዊ 

4. ጩቦና  

 

*** 
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III. የ፤9 አካጧዊው )9ክ ንዑ9 ክ ጪች (ግብ) 
1. የ4ው ዘ1 

 
1. 4ብዓዊ 9ነ አ 1 ና የተዛ)ደ ዕው፣ት 

2. 9ነ 4ብዓዊ ዘ1 ማንዘ1 ና የተዛ)ደ ዕው፣ት  

3.  9ነ 4ብዓዊ ሕይወት ና የተዛ)ደ ዕው፣ት 

4. 4ው )ጣን  4ብዓዊነት  
* 

2.  9ነ   ረ ት 

 

 
1. 9ነ ክጩጤ ተ 2 ና የተዛ)ደ ዕው፣ት 

2.  )ጩክዓ ጹድ1 ና የተዛ)ደ ዕው፣ት 

3. )ጩክዓ ማድን ና የተዛ)ደ ዕው፣ት 

4. ን፦ዓተ ሕይወት  
* 
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3.  4 ማ ያ ት 

 
1. 4ና )ጼረታዊ አ 1 ና የተዛ)ደ ዕው፣ት 

2.  ኮከበ  ጹ1)ፈ ና የተዛ)ደ ዕው፣ት 

3. የ9ነ 4ማያት ጹ1ጹ1 ና የተዛ)ደ ዕው፣ት 

4. የ ረት ጹን ና ጹ9 ረ ረት 

*** 

IV. የ)ን hዊው )9ክ ንዑ9 ክ ጪች(ግብ) 

1. ጢ ሊ ና  

 
1. 4ብዓዊ 

2. ግጧዊ 

3.  ማጢበፈዊ 

4. ን፦ተ ጢሊና  

* 
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2. ጠይማኖት 

 
1. 9ነ ጩ9 ናዊ 

2.  ጠይማኖታዊ 

3. ባጢጧዊ 

4. ዕውነት ጤጋ/ጹ9 ረ ረት 

*  

3.  ዕ ጹ ነ ት 

 
1. ብ1ጠነ ዕው፣ት  

2.  4ነ ጩ9 ናዊ ዕጹነት 

3. ጹሁፈዊ ዕጹነት 

4. ፈዕይ ና የሕይወት ፉ ነገ1  
 

 

*** 
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ሁጥጹ ፤ጹ ነገ1 64በ4ብ 
 

በጢዝብ አንደበት  „)ጩካጹ ነገ2ች ሁጨ ሶ9ት ሶ9ት እየጣኑ ነው የሚ) ት“ ይባጧጩ  በየ)9ኩ 

ያጥት ሶ9ት ሶ9ት ግቦች ደግጹ ባንድነት እየተ፣ጧ ና እየተ፣ማ)ሩ ከ  ያጤ )ጩካጹ ነገ1 

ይወ ቸዋጩ  (የሕይወት „ጹ9 ረ 9ጧ8ው“ 6ገጤ !) 

አንደኛ  ጤ4ጧጹ 

 
1. የጢዝብ አገዛዝ  

2. ብጩ ግና  
3. ማጢበፈዊ ሀብት 

 

ሁጤተኛ  ጤ4ብዓዊ ባጢጩ 

 

1. ጤጢግ )ገዛት (የጢግ በጧይነት) 
2. ማጢበፈው ትጢ 

3. ጩቦና 
 

ሶ9ተኛ  ጤ ማዊነት/ ጠብት 

 
1. 4ው )ጣን  4ብዓዊነት  

2. ን፦ተ ሕይወት  
3. የ ረት ጹን ና ጹ9 ረ ረት 

 

አፈተኛ  ጤዕጹነት 

 
1. ን፦ተ ጢሊና 

2. የዕውነት ጤጋ/ጹ9 ረ ረት 
3. ፈዕይና የሕይወት ፉ ነገ1 
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አዎ! እነዚጢ ሁጥንጹ 4ው የሚያጹሩና የሚ9ቡ ዝ1ዝ1 ፤ጹ ነገ2ች  ማጤትጹ ከ  ያጥ ግቦች  

በ)ጧው የ4ው ጩጅ የሚታጤሙ ትጧጩቅ ዓጧማዎች   
በጢብረ ቅጧ ው አፈት ከ ተኛ ግቦች  ተ ፦ጤውና ተ ፈቅ)ው የሚገኙት ናቸው  

 

አንደኛ  

4 ጧ ጹ 

 
ሁጤተኛ  

4 ብ ዓ ዊ  ባ ጢ ጩ 

 
ሶ9ተኛ  

  ማ ዊ ነ ት 

 
አፈተኛ  

ዕ ጹ ነ ት 
* 

የ4ው ጩጅ ተ9 ብ1ጠኑ ከ፣ረበውና የሁጤንተናዊው ፦ደ ጹሕረት ከተ )ረበት ደግሞ 
ሕይወት ዞፈ ከጹን  ዘንድ እየገ )ች ነው  ጤማጤት ይቻጧጩ   

የ4ው ጩጅ ፈዕዩ  )ድረሻ ግቡ ነው   
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VI. 

ሁጤንተናዊ 

 

ቤተ 4ጧጹ 

 

ዕው፣ት 

II. 

ባጢጧዊ 

4ብዓዊ 
ባጢጩ 

I. 

ማጢበፈዊ 

4ጧጹ 

ተ9 ብ1ጠን 

V. 

የ4ው ጩጅ 

III. 

፤9  አካጧዊ 

ማዊነት 

IV. 

)ን hዊ 

ዕጹነት 

       

ነ ነት 

 

ጹሕረት 

 

በብ 
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ይ4ጹ1ጤት ይጣን hይን9 ጹነት 

በአዲ5 አድማ9  ባየ1 ቦታ 4ዓት 

ባጢጩ እየጣነ ን ጢ 4ብዓዊነት  

ታሪክ 6ገ4ግ9  ጧንድ አ ታ ቆጹ 6ጩ? 

ጤ4ጧጹ ነፃነት  ጤአዲ5 ባጢጩ! 

 

ሕይወት እኮ ዕጹነት ነው  ዕጹነትጹ በሕይወት 

ዝንተ ዘጧጤሙን  ከ4ማይ 4ማያት  

በሕብረ ቅጧ  ወደ ድጤ ንታ  ዕ ብን ጤማግኘት  

 

ዕ ጩ ጩ! ዕጩጩታ ነው የእ15 ማhረጊያው 

በታጧ፤ ተ9  ጹሕረቱ ነው ሕያው  

ዕውነት ዕውነት በጥ  ጹን  ይ4ማዋጩ 4ው  
 

)ጩክተ ቅጧ  
HARMONY 

 

9ነ ረት ጣነ 4ማየ 4ማያት 

4ው ጩጅ 6 ጤ፣ጤቅ በ በቡ ሙጧት 

)ንግፁት ታሪክ ጣኖ  ጢጎቹ ነፃነት  

ከዕጹነት ከጠይማኖት  

ን ጢ የጣነ ዕው፣ት ጤሚከ4ትበት  

ጤ)ንግፁተ 4ማይ  ጩሚያ እኮ ነው ሕይወት  

 

ጤ4ጧጹ ጤባሕጩ  ጤ ማዊነት 

ዕጩጩ ዕጩጩ እንበጩ  ጤታጧ፤ ድ1ጊት! 

በሕብረ ቅጧ  ጤቅዱ5 ግብዓት 

ጹን ን ይዳብhጩ  4ብዕ በ)ጤኮት! 
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ሕብረ ቅጧ  
የሕይወት ት1ጉሙ / ፉ ነገሩ 

 

ሕይወት ማጤት   
የእግዚአብጡ1ን  ማጤትጹ የ ሪነትን ብ፦ት  በሁጥጹ የተ 2 ጉዳይ ው9  እየ፣4፣9 4ብዓዊ  ሁጤንተናዊ ና 
የ4ው ዘ1 ኪነ ውበታዊ ተ 2ን የሚያድ9  አያጨ ዘ1  ያጤው የተወh4በ የተ 2 ሂደት ነው  የዚጢጹ ማhረጊያ 

ግቡ ብዙ ትውጩድን እያሸጋገረ በጢብፈዊነት የሚካነውን የ4ው ጩጅ ) 1 ነው /1 
 
የሕይወት ፉ ነገ1 የሚገኘው  

 
1ኛ  በማጢበፈዊ )9ክ 
 
2ኛ  በባጢጧዊ )9ክ 
 
3ኛ  በ፤9 አካጧዊ )9ክ 
 
4ኛ  በ)ን hዊ )9ክ 

 
ው9  6ጣን  እነዚጢን የሚያዋ9ኑ )ጤኮታዊ ድንበ2ች ደግጹ  አጥ  

 
ክእነዚጢ )9ኮች አብፈክ ወ ቶ የሚከ4ተው  
5ኛ  የ4ው  ጩጅ )9ክ እና 
 
ከሁጥጹ )9ኮች ጋ1 ተዛጹዶ የሚ9ተጋበረው  
6ኛ   ሁጤንተናዊ )9ክ  

 
 ()9ኮች  በሚያያዙ ማ9ተh4ሪያዎች ይ፣ጧ ጥ Pla es: the co ju ctive s theses /2)) 
 
ጤእነዚጢ )9ኮች  እንደ ጀ1ባ ጹሶሶ ጣነው የሚቆሙና የሚያገጤግጥ 9ጹንት አድማሶች ወይንጹ )ጤኪያውች አጥ  

 ( አድማሶች  በሚያያይዙ ማ9ተh4ሪያዎች ይ፣ጧ ጥ Di e sio s: the co ective s theses /2 ) 
 

1ኛ    9ነ )ንግፁትና ሕግ 
 
2ኛ   ማጢበረ4ብ ና 9ነ ጹግባ1 
 
3 ኛ  ቤተ4ብና  ቅ1 
 
4ኛ  የ4ው ጩጅ ና ተ9 ብ1ጠኑ 
 
5ኛ  የ4ው ዘ1ና ሕሊና 
 
6ኛ  9ነ ረትና  ጠይማኖት 
 
7ኛ  4ማያታትና ዕጹነት 
 
8ኛ  እግዚአብጡ1/ ሁጤንተናዊነት ና ጹሕረት 
 
በነዚጢ አድማhት )ጠከጩ አያጨ የሚያወፈረ5ና  የሚያ ጧጤ  አገናኝ ከ ጪች 6ኖሩ  እየተ፣ባበጥ እ19በ19 
የሚያነ፦፤ )9ተጋብ2ችጹ አጥ  

 (ተወፈፈሽ  ክ ጪች  በሚ9ተያዩ/ በሚ)ዛዘኑ ማ9ተh4ሪያዎች ይ፣ጧ ጥ Cross‐sectio s: reflective s theses ) 
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እነዚጢ አድማሶች የየፈhቸው ማዕከጧዊ ጹሶሶ / የሚ9ቡ  የሚወደዱ ጩዩ ፤ጹ ነገ2ች/ አጫቸው  

 (ማዕካጧዊ ጹሶሶዎች  በሚያጤያዩ ማ4ተh4ሪያዎች ይ፣ጧ ጥ (A es: the disju ctive “ theses  /2 ) 
 

1ኛ  4ብዓዊነት (4) 
 
2ኛ  9ነ አይጹ2/ ን፦ተ ሕሊና (ሕ) 
 
3ኛ  ኪነት (ኪ) 
 
4ኛ  )ድረሻ ግብ (ግ) 
 
5ኛ  ፤h፤9 (፤/m) 
 
6ኛ  9ነ ጠይጩ (ጠ/E) 
 
7ኛ  ብ1ጠን (ብ/c) 
 
8ኛ  ጹን  (ጹ) 

 
ተ)ፈማሪው አይን9ታይን 9ጤ 9ነ ጠይጩ ብ1ጠንና ፤h፤9 ያገኘውን ማ)ዛዛኛ/ 1ሙጧ/   
ባንድ በኩጩ  (በእግዚአብጡሩ ከ ጤ ዓጤጹ ው9  ብጤን ጤጹን4ይ)ው) ጤ፤9 አካጧዊውና  ጤ)ን hዊው )9ኮች 
ማ)ጧከቻ አድ1ገን ብንወ9ደው  
 
E=mc2 ; Energy = Mass x (Speed of Light)2 
፤h፤9 በብ1ጠን ነት እ  ጊዜ ቢባዛ  9ነ ጠይጩ ን ያክጧጩ ብጪ ))ዘን ይቻጧጩ ማጤት ነው  

ጠ = ፤ *ብ *ብ 
 
በጨጧ በኩጩ ደግሞ  ጤማጢበፈዊው 9ነ ረ ት )ገንዘቢያ ይጣን ዘንድ  (የ4ው ጩጅ ጨጧው ከ ጤ  ዓጤጹ ብጤን 
በጹን ፈው) ጤማጢበፈዊውና ጤባጢጧዊው )9ኮች  ተ)hhይ ማ)ዛዘኛ ማ9፣)  ይቻጩ ይጣናጩ  
 
I= hq2 ; Intelligence = Humanity x (Quality of Music)2 
አንድ የጣነ  4ብዓዊ የጢሊና ))ዘኛ (4)  በ9ነ  ኪነት  ረ፥ቅነት(ኪ) እ  ጊዜ ቢባዛ ወይንጹ ቢገናኝ   
ጤ9ነ አይጹ2 (ሕ) ከብ1ና ክብደት ማጤካኪያ ይጣን ይጣናጩ ጤማጤት ነው  
ሕ =  4* ኪ* ኪ 
 
በዚጢ የአ)ጤካከት ዘይቤ/ (model/ሞዴጩ)  የሕይወት ት1ጉሙ  
በአፈቱ )9ኮች )ጠከጩና በየፈhቸው በየ)9ኮዎቹ ው9  ሕብፈዊነትን/ 
ሕብረ ቅጧ ን እያ9ተናገዱ  በየ)9ክ ዘ1  ያጥት ከ ተኛ የ4ው ጩጅ ዓጧማዎች ጧይ )ድረ9 ነው  
 
እነዚጢጹ  
 

4ጧጹ  4ብዓዊ ባጢጩ  ማዊነት/ጠብት እና  ዕጹነት 
 

ናቸው  
 
እነዚጢ ዓጧማዎች የሚhኩትን ያጢጩ  ሕብረ ቅጧ ውጹ  )ጤኮታዊው የ4ው ጩጅ ጧይ  ማጤትጹ )ድረሻ ግቡ ጧይ 
ደ1ሶ  ከጹን  ጋ1 ጤ)ግ ጹ ዝግጁ እንዲጣን ያደ1ገዋጩ  ዛፉ ያጤንበት ዘ)ን ግን  አhዛኝና እንዳውጹ  ፈሹኑ  
በ ረ ሕብፈዊነቱ የተሞጧ ነው  ይጢ የዛፉው ዘ)ን የሚያhዝን የጣነው  ረ ሕብፈዊነቱ  በሕይወት )9ኮቹ 
)ጠከጩጹ ጣነ  በፈhቸው በየ)9ኮዎቹ ው9 ጹ 9ጤገነነ ነው  
**** 
1).Reformulated after an encounter with .complexity theory...and further philosophical survey  
(cf. Original intuition, 1/2006). 
2)  .Connective, conjunctive and disjunctive syntheses. Concepts from Kant, whitehead and Deleuze, as interpreted 
by Steven Shaviro, http://www.shaviro.com; and my fourth one, what I call reflective syntheses 
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  ሕብረ ቅጧ (1 
1) ሕብረ ቅጧ  የአማ1ኛ የቋንቋ ሊ፦ውንት ይቅ1ታ ያድ1ጉጩኝና  ሕብረ ቅጧ  የሚጤውንጹ ጣነ አንዳንድ እዚጢ ጤት1ጉጹ 

የተገጤገጩኩባቸው ፦ጤቶች የተወ4ዱትና እየተ )ሩ ጤእንግሊዝኛው የተተኩት  )ን 5ን የታሻጤ ያን ባ1፦ጥ ብጪ በማ4ብ ነው  

ጤጹhጨ  ሕብረ ቅጧ  የተወ4ደው )፣ጤ9 ከሚጤው ግ9 ወደ ቅጧ8 ከዚያጹ ቅጧ  ተብጪ  ብዙ ነገ2ች በጢብረት 6፣ጩ5 ወደ 

አንዱ ጢብፈዊነት ማጹፈቱ ና ሕብረ ቅጧ  )ባጥ  HARMONY የሚባጤውን የተሻጤ አጻጩቶ ይተካዋጩ በማጤት ነው  
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Interpreting the Harmony Model: 

The Word. The Idea, I.e. the Source provides Peace and Perfection in 
abundance, since it is necessarily full of them in 

THAT BEYOND! 
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ጤኢትዮጵያ ጠገፈችን ደጢንነት 
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S- Source & I- Intelligence + D- Destiny & E- Energy 
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THE SOURCE  provides Peace and Perfection in abundance, since it is 
necessarily full of them in  

THAT BEYOND, 

The Inconceivable and The Infallible Beyond. 

 

These are however objectives to be cultivated and attained through 
Science and History; for the Human Agency with its higher Destiny to 
join the Source. The Human joins the symphony of the four with 
Culture and Faith as the objectives at hand and at home to be 
perfected in due course of Spacetime and developing Culture… 
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The Social Plane 
Peace is circumscribed by the state, community and family as the 
final structural state of affairs for the human.  

 

 

The Social Plane 

The interaction of the state, community and family is the march of 
history which brings about peace in the heavenly structure.  
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The Human & The Absolute Planes 
 

Heaven is the first variable of the center, the nucleus of creativity, 
stretching through strings of spiritual deliverance, the mirror of 
human hope.  Heaven is an abstraction of a human peaceful social 
space, where knowledge and insight, wisdom and freedom prevail.   

-A sublime free social space of spiritual nature. 

Spiritual Deliverance 

    
Human Hope 

 

•  Faith, 
objective of 

 
•The Spiritual 

plane 

 

•Culture, 
objective of 

 

•The Cultural 
Plane 

•Perfection,  
objective  of 

 

•The Material 
Plane 

•Peace, 
objective of 
 

•The Social 
Plane 

Heaven Knowledge 

Wisdom Feedom 
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The Material Plane 
The Perfection of creativity, which ends up in Wealth, is how the 
source manifests itself in the human.  Through the process of science; 
mankind, nature and the universe become objects of investigation to 
come to the final center of knowledge. - Knowledge the second variable 
of the nucleus of creativity.  

 

 

 

The Material Plane 
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The Cultural Plane 
Culture is the fundament of peaceful intercommunication of the 
human by means of rules and laws of the state, ethics of the 
community and love pertaining to the family.  Through the 
development of human culture, freedom, the third variable of the 
center would be achieved. 

 

The Cultural Plane 
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The Spiritual Plane 
Faith is the initiator of creativity, in tandem with the wealth of 
perfection. Faith, religion and conscience interact in a heavenly space 
to determine the objective of faith for the human, which makes 
wisdom, the fourth variable of the nucleus, the center of creativity. 

 

The Spiritual Plane 
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The Human with hope as the principle of life, the fifth variable of the 
center, has a destiny envisaged by the source, the origin of life. 

There is nothing in life which cannot be subsumed in the 

Harmony Model. 
In short: 

I.         Peace as the edge to be achieved, or Heaven to be envisaged at the 
Center; the state, community and family make the structural being of 
the social plane. 

II.       Culture as the edge to be cultivated and developed, or Freedom to 
be achieved at the Center; rule of laws, ethics and love define the 
subjective aspects of the cultural plane. -The social and the cultural 
planes providing intelligence as the primary Axis and attractor of 
meaning to the human hemisphere.   

III.           Wealth, the Perfection of creativity as the edge to be achieved, or 
Knowledge to be perfected at the Center; the universe, nature and 
mankind make the fundamental substance of the material plane.  

IV.           Faith as the edge of the human objective or Wisdom to be 
contemplatively achieved at the Center; faith, religion and conscience 
of the human circumscribe the conscious magnitude of the spiritual 
plane. -The material and the spiritual planes encorporate energy as 
the fundamental attractor of meaning and the primary axis of the 
godly hemisphere. 

V.      The fifth, the transcendental plane of the human working on its 
Destiny with Hope (LIGHT) as the principle of life, to touch the source 
synthetically interacts at all levels with all the four planes.  - The 
human in the social, the material, the cultural and the spiritual 
planes. 

VI.    The sixth, the transcendental plane of the absolute, GOD, the Source 
with the ultimate principle of Deliverance to save the human, 
interacts at all levels with all the five planes through the agency of the 
human plane. – The absolute plane under mutational interrelation 
with the human plane. 

THAT BEYOND! 
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Attractors of Meanings 
Every section in the Planes of the Harmony Model has its own 

attractor of meaning (AM). 

I.e. High objectives to be followed by the human agency: 

I. The Social Plane 
Democracy – 

Prosperity 

Common Wealth 

 

 

II. The Cultural Plane 
Rule of Law  

Social Justice  

Empathy 

 

 

III. The material Plane 
Human Being  

LIFE (Awareness)  

Initial Conditions & Creation  
 

 

 

IV . The Spiritual Plane 
Consciousness 

Search for Truth  

Vision/ Meaning  
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I. The Social Plane 

1. The State in the Social Plane 

 
1. Legislative   

2. Executive   

3. Judiciary 

4. Democracy – The Attractor of Meaning (AM) 

* 

2. Community in the Social Plane 

 
1. Education   

2. Production   

3. Distribution/social market 

4. Prosperity – The Attractor of Meaning (AM) 

* 
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3. Family in the Social Plane 

 
1. Intelligence   

2. Labour/Service   

3. Income/necessity 

4. Common Wealth – The Attractor of Meaning (AM) 

*** 

II. The Cultural Plane 

1. Laws in the Cultural Plane 

 
1. Basic humanitarian laws   

2. Civil & related laws   

3.  Penal  & related laws 

4. Rule of Law – The Attractor of Meaning (AM) 

* 
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2. Ethics in the Cultural Plane 

 

 
1. Social   

2.  Cultural   

3. Traditional 

4. Social Justice – The Attractor of Meaning (AM) 

* 

3. Love in the Cultural Plane 

 
1. Spiritual  

2.  Biological  

3. Cultural 

4. Empathy – The Attractor of Meaning (AM) 

 

 

*** 
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III. The Material Plane 

1. Mankind in the Material Plane 

 
1. Ontology & related   

2. Geneology & related   

3.  Anthropology  & related  

4. Human Being – The Attractor of Meaning (AM) 

* 

2. Nature in the Material Plane 

 

 
1. Ecology & related   

2.  Geography & related   

3. Geology & related 

4. LIFE (Awareness) – The Attractor of Meaning (AM) 

* 
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3. The Universe in the Material Plane 

 
1. Cosmology & related  

2.  Astrology & related   

3. Astronomy & related 

4. Initial Conditions & Creation – The Attractor of Meaning (AM) 

 

*** 

IV. The Spiritual Plane 

1. Conscience in the Spiritual Plane 

 
1. Humanitarian 

2. Individual  

3.  Social  

4. Consciousness – The Attractor of Meaning (AM) 

* 
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2. Religion in the Spiritual Plane 

 

 
1. Philosophical   

2.  Theological   

3. Cultural 

4. Search for Truth – The Attractor of Meaning (AM) 

 

*  

3. Faith in the Spiritual Plane 

 
1. Enlightenment  

2.  Philosophical   

3. Intellectual 

4. Vision/ Meaning – The Attractor of Meaning (AM) 

*** 
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Democracy, Prosperity & Common Wealth 

 Rule of Law, Social Justice & Empathy 

Human Being, Life & Initial Conditions/Creation 

Consciousness, Search for Truth  

&  

Vision /Meaning 

 

These are Attractors of Meaning,  

which will make up the cumulated  

Higher Objectives of the Human agency: 

 

PEACE 

 

HUMAN CULTURE 

 

PERFECTION 

 

FAITH 

 

*** 
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ቆጹ በጩ ጧንድ አ ታ 
(ጅጹ1) 

 

ዛፉ ከኒቼ ጋ1  ትንሽጹ ጤ)ማ1 
ትንሽጹ ጤማክረ1  ትንሽጹ ጤ)ብረ1 

በጠhብ ጤማጹረ1! 
 

(አንዳንድ ት1ጉጹ) 
* 

 „Die Fröhliche Wissenschaft“ 
 

Nietzsche‘s Lebensweisheiten 
 

የኒቼ ዓጤማዊ ብጩጠት-ብጩጢነት 
 

ጤማ9ታወ9 ያጢጩ : - ኒቼን ጤማንበብ )ቼጹ ጣደ 4 ነትና ከተቻጤጹ ጩዩ 1፣ት ይ ይ፦ጩ  ኒቼ 6ያ9ብና 6  እንደ ተ 2 ጠይጩ ነውና  
)በረቅና ዝናብ ደይና በጋ 6)  ጤሁጥጹ በሁጥጹ ጧይ ነው  ከ19ትያን አይጤይ ጧ9  ትጧንት አይጤይ አሁን  ዛፉ አይጩ ነገ  እንደ 
ዕጤቱና ሁኔታው  9ጤጣነጹ እዚጢ ው9  ወደ አማ1ኛ  ጤ፣ቅ ባጤ )ንገድ/፦ጩ በ፦ጩ hይጣን/ ተ1ጉጸ  እንዲያናግሩኝ የ ጤግኋቸውና 

የ)ረ ኳቸው  የእኔን ነ 4 ፁጋ የኮረኮሩትን ያጢጩ ነው   
ኒቼን ማወቅ በብጩጠት ጤብጩጠት  6ጣን ብጩጢ ነት ! 

* 

Source/German: 

http://www.nietzschesource.org/#eKGWB/M 
 (Seite 6 ff.) 

English Version Source: 
http://archive.org/stream/completenietasch10nietuoft/completenietasch10nietuoft_djvu.txt 

* 

1. ግብዣ 
 

እናንት የጹግብ ወዳጆች! እ9ቲ የኔውንጹ  ጤ)ቅ)9 ድ ሩ 
ይሻጩ ተነገ ወድያ  ነገጹ  ይ ችሁ ሩ  

ይጢጹ ካጩበ፦ችሁ  እድጸ ይካናችሁ 
 በትኩ5ጹ ድ ረት   ያድ1ጋችሁ  

 

1. E i n l a d u n g . 
 

Wagt’s mit meiner Kost, ihr Esser! 
Morgen schmeckt sie euch schon besser 

Und schon übermorgen gut! 
Wollt ihr dann noch mehr, — so machen 

Meine alten sieben Sachen 
Mir zu sieben neuen Muth. 

 
1. Invitation. 

Venture, comrades, I implore you. 

On the fare I set before you, 

You will like it more to-morrow, 

Better still the following day : 

If yet more you're then requiring, 

Old success I'll find inspiring, 

And fresh courage thence will borrow 

Novel dainties to display. 

http://www.nietzschesource.org/#eKGWB/M
http://archive.org/stream/completenietasch10nietuoft/completenietasch10nietuoft_djvu.txt
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2. )ጩካጹ እድጨ 
 

ጤጋ 6ደክ)ኝ 
ማግኘትን ተማ1ኩኝ 
ን 9 6ያንገጧታኝ 

እኔው ን 9 ጣንኩኝ! 
 

2. M e i n G l ü c k . 
 

Seit ich des Suchens müde ward, 
Erlernte ich das Finden. 

Seit mir ein Wind hielt Widerpart, 
Segl’ ich mit allen Winden. 

 

 

2.My Good Luck. 
 

Weary of Seeking had I grown, 

So taught myself the way to Find : 

 

Back by the storm I once was blown, 

But follow now, where drives the wind. 

* 

 

3. ተ9  አይቆ1  
 

ከቆጹክበት ቦ1ብ1 ተ)ፈ)1 
ጹን  ነው እዛው 91  

 
ጤጹተኛውን 4ዉ  ይ ኽው ተወው  

፤ጹ ነገ1 አትበጤው  
„ገጠነጹ ገጠነጹ“ ይበጩ እዚያ ታች ነው! 

 

3. U n v e r z a g t . 
 

Wo du stehst, grab tief hinein! 
Drunten ist die Quelle! 

Lass die dunklen Männer schrein: 
„Stets ist drunten — Hölle!“ 

 
3.Undismayed. 

 

Where you're standing, dig, dig out : 

 

Down below's the Well : 

Let them that walk in darkness shout 

 

" Down below— there's Hell ! " 
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4. 6ናገሩ ጤሁጤት 
 

ሀ) ጉድ ጉድ! ይኽው ነው በ፦ ? 
ማን ነበ1 ጠኪጸ? ታጹጸ ኖ3ጩ ? 

ኧረ ይኽን ሁጥ እንዴት 4ው ይረhጩ! 
 

ጤ) አሁን ተረዳሁኝ  ችግ1ጢ አብቅቷጩ 
እ5 ነው የዳነ  )1hቱን ተክኗጩ  

 

4. Z w i e g e s p r ä c h . 
 

A. War ich krank? Bin ich genesen? 
Und wer ist mein Arzt gewesen? 

Wie vergass ich alles Das! 
B. Jetzt erst glaub ich dich genesen: 

Denn gesund ist, wer vergass. 
 

 

4. Dialogue. 
 

A. Was I ill ? and is it ended ? 

Pray, by what physician tended ? 

I recall no pain endured ! 

 

B. Now I know your trouble's ended : 

He that can forget, is cured. 

* 
 

5. ጤ ዎ ች 
 

ውነትጹ  ቢጣን  እ9ቲ  በትንሹ እግሩንጹ ከ  ያድ1ግ 
እንደ ጣ)1 9ንኝ እየ) ጹ ይሂድ  

 

5. A n  d i e  T u g e n d s a m e n . 
 

Unseren Tugenden auch soll’n leicht die Füsse sich heben: 
Gleich den Versen Homer’s müssen sie kommen u n d g e h n ! 

 

5. To the Virtuous. 
 

Let our virtues be easy and nimble-footed in motion, 

Like unto Homer's verse ought they to come and to go. 

 

* 
 

6. ዓጤማዊው ብጩጠት 
 

እጅግጹ አትጹ ቅ  ባጤጢበት አትቆይ 
ዓጤጹ ታ9ን፦ጤች ግማሽ ከ ታ ጧይ! 
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6. W e l t - K l u g h e i t . 
 

Bleib nicht auf ebnem Feld! 
Steig nicht zu hoch hinaus! 

Am schönsten sieht die Welt 
Von halber Höhe aus. 

 

6. Worldly Wisdom. 
 

Stay not on level plain, 

 

Climb not the mount too high. 

But half-way up remain — 
The world you'll best descry ! 

* 
 

7. ))ሪያ 
 

ዘዴና ቋንቋዬ ወ )ድ ው9  ካ9ገባጢ  
ትከተጤኝ ይጣን  ዱካዬን በዱካጢ? 

 
ተከተጩ እፈ9ጢን ይጩቅ hትወጧውጩ 

ያኔ ተግባብተናጩ  ግድ የጤጹ ረጋ በጩ! 
 

7. V a d e m e c u m — V a d e t e c u m . 
 

Es lockt dich meine Art und Sprach, 
Du folgest mir, du gehst mir nach? 
Geh nur dir selber treulich nach: — 
So folgst du mir — gemach! gemach! 

 

7. Vademecum — Vadetecum. 
 

Attracted by my style and talk 

You'd follow, in my footsteps walk ? 

Follow yourself unswervingly. 

So — careful ! — shall you follow me. 
 

* 

11. ተረቱ 6ናገ1 
 

ን፤ና ዳተኛ  ባጤጌና ዋ 
ታዋ፥ና እንግዳ ን ጢና ፦  

 
በ)ጠጩጹ 6ጣን  ብጩጢና ሞኝ  

ይኽን ሁጥ  ነኝ  
እዚያው በዚያው እ1ግብ  

አhማና እባብ  
 

)ጣንጹ 6ያጹረኝ! 
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11. D a s  S p r ü c h w o r t s p r i c h t . 
 

Scharf und milde, grob und fein, 
Vertraut und seltsam, schmutzig und rein, 

Der Narren und Weisen Stelldichein: 
Diess Alles bin ich, will ich sein, 

Taube zugleich, Schlange und Schwein! 
 

11. The Proverb Speaks. 
 

Harsh and gentle, fine and mean, 

Quite rare and common, dirty and clean, 

The fools' and the sages' go-between : 

All this I will be, this have been, 

Dove and serpent and swine, I ween ! 

* 
 

14. ጎበዙ/ ጨው 
 

ከተበጃጀ ወዳጅነት 
ጧት የጤየጤት! 

 

14. D e r  B r a v e  
 

Lieber aus ganzem Holz eine Feindschaft, 
Als eine geleimte Freundschaft! 

 

14. The Brave Man. 
 

A feud that knows not flaw nor break, 

Rather then patched-up friendship, take. 

 

* 

16. 6ታረግ 
 

ቸገረኝ ተፈፈው  
ኧረ እንዴት ጩወ ው ? 

 
ው በት ዝጹ ብጤጢ  

ማው ት ማውረዱን ትተጢ! 
 

16. A u f w ä r t s . 
 

„Wie komm ich am besten den Berg hinan?“ 
Steig nur hinauf und denk nicht dran! 

 

16. Excelsior 
 

" How shall I reach the top ? " No time 

For thus reflecting ! Start to climb ! 
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30. ጎረቤት 
 

ጎረቤት አጩወድጹ  ይፈ፣ኝ ቶጪ  ከ  ብጪ 
አጩያማ  እንዴት  ኮከቤ  )ጣን  ችጪ ? 

 
 

30. D e r N ä c h s t e . 
 

Nah hab den Nächsten ich nicht gerne: 
Fort mit ihm in die Höh und Ferne! 

Wie würd’ er sonst zu meinem Sterne? — 
 

30. The Neighbour. 
 

Too nigh, my friend my joy doth mar, 

I'd have him high above and far, 

Or how can he become my star ? 

 

* 

37. አ9ተውጩ 
 

እዚያ ማዶ 9ትጓዝ   በተ ን፣ቅ 
ን፤ ከጣንክማ  እ  ብቅ! 

 
እ9ክ ትበ 9  በ ቅ1 ያ ጹዱጠጩ: 

 
ን፦ት በጨጤበት አንጀኛው ይበዛጩ  

 
 

37. V o r s i c h t . 
 

In jener Gegend reist man jetzt nicht gut; 
Und hast du Geist, sei doppelt auf der Hut! 

Man lockt und liebt dich, bis man dich zerreisst: 
Schwarmgeister sind’s —: da fehlt es stets an Geist! 

 
37. Foresight. 

 

In yonder region travelling, take good care ! 

An hast thou wit, then be thou doubly ware ! 

They'll smile and lure thee ; then thy limbs they'll tear: 

Fanatics' country this where wits are rare ! 
 
* 
 

42. የረ፥ቆች ዘይቤ 

ከ)ዳጢ ይጩቅ ባፈት  

በ ት  ከ  ብጪ  )ን ፈፈት  

ከክ ቱ በ1 ይጩቅ በ፤ጩ  ፣ዳዳ ሹጩክ ማጤት! 
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42. G r u n d s a t z  d e r  A l l z u f e i n e n . 
 

Lieber auf den Zehen noch, 
Als auf allen Vieren! 

Lieber durch ein Schlüsselloch, 
Als durch offne Thüren! 

 
42. Maxim of the Over-refined. 

 

„Rather on your toes stand high 
Than crawl upon all fours, 

Rather through the keyhole spy 

Than through the open doors ! 

* 
8. 6ገ  ቆዳዬ  ጤሶ9ተኛ ጊዜ 

 

እንደገና ደግጹ ቆዳዬ ዓቆብ፤ቧጩ 
ጩወጤድ እያጤ ይጎተጉተኛጩ 

የዋ ውን ሁጥ ዓይን አ 1 አድ1ጓጩ 
እባቡ የኔነት ጨጧ ጹድ1 ይሻጩ  

 
እ ና ጹ   እሽጪኮጪካጤሁ  ድንጋይ h1 ጹጠከጩ  

 
በ ማማው ጉዞ ተ1ቤ ጤ)ብጧት 

የእባብን  ሁጨ እንደጤ)ድኩት   
አዎ  አ ን ተ ው      እፈ9ጢን  )ፉት  

 
 

8. B e i  d e r  d r i t t e n  H ä u t u n g . 
 

Schon krümmt und bricht sich mir die Haut, 
Schon giert mit neuem Drange, 
So viel sie Erde schon verdaut, 
Nach Erd’ in mir die Schlange. 

Schon kriech’ ich zwischen Stein und Gras 
Hungrig auf krummer Fährte, 
Zu essen Das, was stets ich ass, 
Dich, Schlangenkost, dich, Erde! 

 

 

8. The Third Sloughing. 
 

My skin bursts, breaks for fresh rebirth, 

And new desires come thronging : 

Much I've devoured, yet for more earth 

The serpent in me's longing. 

'Twixt stone and grass I crawl once more. 

Hungry, by crooked ways. 

To eat the food I ate before. 

Earth-fare all serpents praise ! 
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9. የኔ ጌ ረዶች 
 

አዎ! እድጥ9 የኔ ነው -  ጩ)1ቅ ይጧጩ ግን - 
ሁጥጹ እድጤኛ  ካጩጤገ4 አይጣን  

 
እናጹ ጤ)ኮትኮት የኔን ጌረዶች  ትሻጧችሁ ይጣን? 

ማጎንበ9 )ሸሸግ  ይኖ1ባችኋጩ  
ክ ብ ድንጋይና  እ፡ክ ግንዶች ጹጠጩ  
በ1ከት ጧጤ ጊዜጹ  ቲቷን ይ) ጩ! 

 
የኔ ዕድጩ እንግዴጢ- እንዲጢ 9ጤጣነ  እየኮረኮረ  ካጩነካካሁ ይጧጩ  

የኔ ዕድጩ እንግዲጢ  ተንኮጩጹ ይወዳጩ! 
 

ታድያ9 ! የኔን ጌረዶች   ማ  ን - ይኮተኩታጩ!? 
 

9. M e i n e R o s e n . 
 

Ja! Mein Glück — es will beglücken —, 
Alles Glück will ja beglücken! 

Wollt ihr meine Rosen pflücken? 
Müsst euch bücken und verstecken 
Zwischen Fels und Dornenhecken, 

Oft die Fingerchen euch lecken! 
Denn mein Glück — es liebt das Necken! 

Denn mein Glück — es liebt die Tücken! — 
Wollt ihr meine Rosen pflücken? 

 

9. My Roses. 
 

My luck's good — I'd make yours fairer, 
(Good luck ever needs a sharer). 

Will you stop and pluck my roses ? 

 

Oft mid rocks and thorns you'll linger, 

Hide and stoop, suck bleeding iinger — 
Will you stop and pluck my roses ? 

 

For my good luck's a trifle vicious. 

Fond of teasing, tricks malicious — 
Will you stop and pluck my roses ? 

* 

10. አ9፣ያሚው 
 

ብዙጹ  ወደ፣ብኝ  ተንከ ባጤጤብኝ 
9ጹ አው ጩኝ ጤዚጢ  አ9፣ያሚው በጥኝ  

 
እ9ካ ጹ በሞጥት  ኩባዮች የ  
የሚ ጩ  የሚ 9 )ቼጹ ብዙ  አያ  

 
አ9ቡ ቢጣኖጹ  ወይን አይሁን ባጧን  
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10.  D e r  V e r ä c h t e r . 
 

Vieles lass ich fall’n und rollen, 
Und ihr nennt mich drum Verächter. 

Wer da trinkt aus allzuvollen 
Bechern, lässt viel fall’n und rollen —, 

Denkt vom Weine drum nicht schlechter. 
 

10. The Scorner. 
 

Many drops I waste and spill. 

So my scornful mood you curse : 

Who to brim his cup doth fill, 

Many drops must waste and spill- 

Yet he thinks the wine no worse. 

 
* 

12. ጤብ1ጠን ወዳጄ 
 

ዓይንና 9ጸትጢ - ከቶጹ አይታክት  
ጧ ው9 ጹ 9ትጣን ጠይን እሻት! 

 

12. A n   e i n e n  L i c h t f r e u n d . 
 

Willst du nicht Aug’ und Sinn ermatten, 
Lauf’ auch der Sonne nach im Schatten! 

 
12. To a Lover of Light. 

 

That eye and sense be not fordone 
E'en in the shade pursue the sun ! 

 
* 

13. ጤዳን9 4ሪው  
 

በረዶው  ወጤጩ ብጪ ቢያንሸፈትት 
ገብቷጩ - ገነት 

ዳንኪፈውን ደጢና አድ1ጎ ጤሚያውቅበት  
 
 

13. F ü r T ä n z e r  
 

Glattes Eis 
Ein Paradeis 

Für Den, der gut zu tanzen weiss. 
 

 

13. For Dancers. 
Smoothest ice, 

A paradise 

To him who is a dancer nice.  
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17. ካፉ-ጉጩበተኛ  
 

አደፈ ! አደፈ ! የባ ን የቋ ን )፣ባ 1 ተወው 
፣ማው  ይሁንብጢ በኔ   ሁጨ ወዲያው ፣ማው! 

 

17. S p r u c h  d e s  G e w a l t m e n s c h e n . 
 

Bitte nie! Lass diess Gewimmer! 
Nimm, ich bitte dich, nimm immer! 

 

17. The Man of Power Speaks. 
 

Ask never ! Cease that whining, pray ! 

Take without asking, take always ! 

 

* 

18. የ በቡ ነ hት 
 

ይ ጥኛጩ እኔን የ በቡ ነ hት 
ያጩ ረባቸው ደግ አይባጩ ክ ት! 

 

18. S c h m a l e  S e e l e n . 
 

Schmale Seelen sind mir verhasst; 
Da steht nichts Gutes, nichts Böses fast. 

 

18.Narrow Souls. 
 

Narrow souls hate I like the devil, 

Souls wherein grows nor good nor evil. 
 

* 

20. ጤማ)ዛዘን 
 

ሁጤት ጊዜ ጢ)ጹ ይ፣ጤኛጩ 
ከአንድ ጢ)ጹ  ታድያ9  ይጢጹ ድ ረት ያ4ኝጠጩ? 

 
20. Z u r  E r w ä g u n g . 

 

Zwiefacher Schmerz ist leichter zu tragen, 
Als Ein Schmerz: willst du darauf es wagen? 

 
20. For Consideration. 

 

A twofold pain is easier far to bear 

Than one : so now to suffer wilt thou dare ? 

 
 
* 
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21. ረ ኩፈት 
 

እንደ ኛ አይወ 1ጢ 
ትንሽ )1  እንዳትበ፦ጢ! 

 
 

21. G e g e n  d i e  H o f f a h r t . 
 

Blas dich nicht auf: sonst bringet dich 
Zum Platzen schon ein kleiner Stich. 

 

21. Against Pride 
 

Brother, to puff thyself up ne'er be quick : 

For burst thou shalt be by a tiny prick ! 

* 
 

. የ8ትና የወንድ ነገ1 
 

„ ጤ ት  ጩብጢ ከ ፣ዳት“! 
 

ይ)9ጤዋጩ ወንዱ  ተ 2ዋ 41ቆት  የማት ጩ  8ት  
 

22. M a n n   u n d  W e i b . 
 

„Raub dir das Weib, für das dein Herze fühlt!“ — 
So denkt der Mann; das Weib raubt nicht, es stiehlt. 

 

22. Man and Woman. 
 

" The woman seize, who to thy heart appeals ! " 

Man's motto : woman seizes not, but steals. 

 

* Translated by Miss M. D. Petre. 
 

* 
 

. አተረጓገጹ 
 

ባወ ው ባወ1ደው  እኔው ፣ሪ 
)ጣን አጩችጩ የፈ8 )1ማሪ  

 
እንዲጹ ጣኖ  በፈ5 )ንገድ ተh ሪ  

ካ - ጤሚጤው ብ1ጠን  ጤኔጹ ጹ9ጩ አጋ ሪ  
 

23. I n t e r p r e t a t i o n  
 

Leg ich mich aus, so leg ich mich hinein: 
Ich kann nicht selbst mein Interprete sein. 

Doch wer nur steigt auf seiner eignen Bahn, 
Trägt auch mein Bild zu hellerm Licht hinan. 
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23. Interpretation. 
 

If I explain my wisdom, surely 

'Tis but entangled more securely, 

 

I can't expound myself aright : 

But he that's boldly up and doing, 

His own unaided course pursuing, 

 

Upon my image casts more light 1 

 

* 
44. )ጼረታዊው 

 
እ - ኔ? ተ)ፈማሪ? አቦ ጤ፣ቅ አ1ጉኝ! 

አ - ን - ድ  ኪጪ ቢ  ከበድ 4ጤአጩኩኝ! 
 

እየወረድኩኝ ነው  ዝጹ ብዬ ወድ፦ጤሁ  
እ   ይ  ነው --- አሁን9  ፁሩ ደ1ሻጤሁ!   

 
 

44. D e r G r ü n d l i c h e  
 

Ein Forscher ich? Oh spart diess Wort! — 
Ich bin nur s c h w e r — so manche Pfund’! 

Ich falle, falle immerfort 
Und endlich auf den Grund! 

 
44. Thorough. 

 

I an inquirer ? No, that's not my calling 

Only / weigh a lot — I'm such a lump ! — 
 

And through the waters I keep falling, falling, 

Till on the ocean's deepest bed I bump. 
 

* 

49. ብጩሁ 6ናገ1 
 

ግፈ ነው ጤ4ዉ  ፦ሚጹ ነው ጤ4ው 
እ የ ተ ዋ ብ ኩ ት  ነው   

6ጤኝ በ ጬዩ 6ጤኝ በደ)ናው 
ሁጨጹ 4ተት ብዬ ከ4ዉ በጧይ ባጤው  

 

49. D e r   W e i s e   s p r i c h t  
 

Dem Volke fremd und nützlich doch dem Volke, 
Zieh ich des Weges, Sonne bald, bald Wolke — 

Und immer über diesem Volke! 
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49. The Sage Speaks. 
 

Strange to the crowd, yet useful to the crowd, 

I still pursue my path, now sun, now cloud. 

But always pass above the crowd ! 

 
* 
 

47. ው1ደት 
 

„ይ ወ 1 ዳ ጩ    ይ ወ ድ ፦ ጩ ?“  _  አ ዙ ግድ የጤጹ 
እውነቱ ይኽው ነው   እየወረደ ነው ወደ ናንተው ግድጹ ! 

ደ9ታው 6ገነ ጩ ጣነበት ደካማ 
ብ1ጠኑጹ 6ብዛዛ ይከተጩ ጀ)ረ የናንተን ጤማ  

 
 

47. N i e d e r g a n g . 
 

„Er sinkt, er fällt jetzt“ — höhnt ihr hin und wieder; 
Die Wahrheit ist: er steigt zu euch hernieder! 
Sein Ueberglück ward ihm zum Ungemach, 
Sein Ueberlicht geht eurem Dunkel nach. 

 

 

47. Descent 
 

" He sinks, he falls," your scornful looks portend : 

The truth is, to your level he'll descend. 

 

His Too Much Joy is turned to weariness, 

His Too Much Light will in your darkness end. 

 

 

* 
. አይዞኝ ጤጀማሪ 

 

ጹ9ኪኑ ጩጅ  ባhማ ተከቦ ይድጠጩ 
ከማጩ፣9 ጨጧ አያውቅ  ዘጧጤጹ እሪሪ ይጧጩ  

ኧረ ጤ)ጣኑ ቆሞ9 ይፈ)ዳጩ? 
 

አይዞኝ  ነው! ግድ የጤጹ  ረጋ በጩ ይጣናጩ 
አጹናጤሁ በቅ1ቡ  ዳን5ንጹ ይጤዋጩ! 

 
በሁጤት እገ2ቹ )ቆጹ 6ችጩ  

ይታያጩ ገና  በፈ5  ግጩብ  6ጩ  
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28. T r o s t  f ü r  A n f ä n g e r . 
 

Seht das Kind umgrunzt von Schweinen, 
Hülflos, mit verkrümmten Zeh’n! 

Weinen kann es, Nichts als weinen — 
Lernt es jemals stehn und gehn? 

Unverzagt! Bald, sollt’ ich meinen, 
Könnt das Kind ihr tanzen sehn! 
Steht es erst auf beiden Beinen, 

Wird’s auch auf dem Kopfe stehn. 

 

28. Encouragement for Beginners. 
 

See the infant, helpless creeping — 
 

Swine around it grunt swine-talk — 
Weeping always, naught but weeping, 

 

Will it ever learn to walk ? 

Never fear ! Just wait, I swear it 

 

Soon to dance will be inclined, 

And this babe, when two legs bear it, 

 

Standing on its head you'll find. 
 

33. ብቸኛው 

ይ ጧኛጩ እኔን )ከተጩጹ )ጹፈት 
)ታዘዝጹ እጹቢ  እጹቢኝጹ ጤ)ግዛት 

ፈ5 እማይሸበ1  )ች9 ሊጣንጤት ጨጧ9 ጤማሸበ1  
አሸባሪው ብቻ   ይችጧጩ ጤ)9 ት ጤጨጧው አ)ፈ1  

 
የገዛ ፈ8ንጹ  ይ ጧኛጩ )ጹፈት 

እኔ9 እወዳጤሁ  )ጣን ወዲያውኑ ባጢ1 ዱ1 አፈዊት  
 

ጢሊናዬን ትንሸ እንደ)hት ብዬ 
በችግ1 በጩ ት 9ንከፈተት ውዬ  

 
ከፈ8ው በፈ8  
ዳግጹ ወደ ፈ8  

 
ቤቴ  ከዚያ ማዶ  በና ቆት 6 ፈኝ 

ወደ ቤቴ ማጹፈት  አ ቤ ት! እንዴት 6ያጹረኝ  
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33. D e r  E i n s a m e  
 

Verhasst ist mir das Folgen und das Führen. 
Gehorchen? Nein! Und aber nein — Regieren! 

Wer s i c h nicht schrecklich ist, macht Niemand Schrecken: 
Und nur wer Schrecken macht, kann Andre führen. 

Verhasst ist mir’s schon, selber mich zu führen! 
Ich liebe es, gleich Wald- und Meeresthieren, 

Mich für ein gutes Weilchen zu verlieren, 
In holder Irrniss grüblerisch zu hocken, 

Von ferne her mich endlich heimzulocken, 
Mich selber zu mir selber — zu verführen. 

 

33.The Lone One. 
 

I hate to follow and I hate to lead. 

Obedience ? no ! and ruling ? no, indeed ! 

 

Wouldst fearful be in others' sight ? 

 

Then e'en thyself thou must affright : 

The people but the Terror's guidance heed. 

I hate to guide myself, I hate the fray. 

Like the wild beasts I'll wander far afield. 

 

In Error's pleasing toils I'll roam 

 

Awhile, then lure myself back home, 

Back home, and — to my self-seduction yield. 
* 
 

25. ያቄ 
 

በ1ከት ያጤው 4ውን ጠhቡን አው፦ጤሁ 
የፈ8ን ማንነት   አጩጤይ ግን ብያጤሁ! 

 
ዓይኔ እፈ8ን በ ጹ  እጅጉን ፣1ቦኝ  

ያ የ ው የሚያየውጹ እኔን አጩጣን አጤኝ  
 

በሚሻጩ ደረጃ  ጩገጤገጩበት 
ጩጌ ነበረ  ጧኖረው እፈ8ን  ) ኔ በ1፣ት  

 
ጹንጹ እንኳን ባይ1ቅ የሚያክጩን ጧት 
ብዙ አድ1ጎ 1ቋጩ   ወዳጄጹ  ጎረቤት  

እ1ግ  ነው ይጣናጩ!  
በእ15ና  በእ ኔ ጹ ጹጠከጩ  ማዕከጩ ይገኛጩ  

እ9ቲ )ጧ ጹቱ  ጹን ጹኑን አጹ2ኛጩ? 
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25. B i t t e . 
 

Ich kenne mancher Menschen Sinn 
Und weiss nicht, wer ich selber bin! 
Mein Auge ist mir viel zu nah — 

Ich bin nicht, was ich seh und sah. 
Ich wollte mir schon besser nützen, 
Könnt’ ich mir selber ferner sitzen. 
Zwar nicht so ferne wie mein Feind! 

Zu fern sitzt schon der nächste Freund — 
Doch zwischen dem und mir die Mitte! 

Errathet ihr, um was ich bitte? 
 

 

25. A Request. 
 

Many men's minds 1 know full well, 

Yet what mine own is, cannot tell. 

I cannot see— my eye's too near— 
And falsely to myself appear. 

'Twould be to me a benefit 

Far from myself if I could sit, 

Less distant than my enemy, 

 

And yet my nearest friend's too nigh — 
'Twixt him and me, just in the middle 1 

What do I ask for ? Guess my riddle 

 

* 

38. የቅዱ9 ዋታ 
 

እግዜ1 ይወደናጩ በ) ሩ እኛን! 
 

„እፈ5ጹ እግዜሩ“ „4ው 4ፈሽ ነው„ በጥን  
እናንት ረ፥፦ን   

 
ታድያ9  እንዴት9 አይውደድ የገዛ ፁፈውን ? 

እ15 4ጤ4ፈው  ጤጹን ብጪ9 ይጣን  እ15ን እሚ፦ረን ? 
ይች9 አንካh ናት  ታ)ጤክታጤች  ኮቴውን የ4ይ ን  

 

38. D e r  F r o m m e  s p r i c h t . 
 

Gott liebt uns, w e i l er uns erschuf! — 
„Der Mensch schuf Gott!“ — sagt drauf ihr Feinen. 

Und soll nicht lieben, was er schuf? 
Soll’s gar, w e i l er es schuf, verneinen? 

Das hinkt, das trägt des Teufels Huf. 
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38. The Pious One Speaks. 
 

God loves MS, for he made us, sent us here ! — 
" Man hath made God 1 " ye subtle ones reply. 

His handiwork he must hold dear, 
And what he made shall he deny ? 

There sounds the devil's halting hoof, I fear. 
 

39.በበጋ 
 

እንደሚባጩማ  ዳቦው ነው ግብዣችን  በገዛው ጧባችን 
ብጩጣቹ ጠኪሞች   በጧብ አይበጧጹ  6ጥ ቢ)ክሩንጹ 

ባጤ ውሻው ኮከብ እየ ቆ)ን ነው  ይ)1ጢ አይጣንጹ  
በእhቱ ቅሻ  በሚያ በረብረው ይዤጠጤሁ አጤው  

በገዛ ጧብማ ወይኑን ማ ን ሊ ው! 
 

39. I m  S o m m e r . 
 

Im Schweisse unsres Angesichts 
Soll’n unser Brod wir essen? 

Im Schweisse isst man lieber Nichts, 
Nach weiser Aerzte Ermessen. 

Der Hundsstern winkt: woran gebricht’s? 
Was will sein feurig Winken? 

Im Schweisse unsres Angesichts 
Soll’n unsren Wein wir trinken! 

 
 

39. In Summer. 
 

In sweat of face, so runs the screed, 

 

We e'er must eat our bread, 

Yet wise physicians if we heed 

 

" Eat naught in sweat," 'tis said. 

The dog-star's blinking : what's his need ? 

 

What tells his blazing sign ? 

In sweat of face (so runs his screed) 

 

We're meant to drink our wine 1 
* 

 

29. ፈ9 ወዳጅ ከዋክብት 
 

አዙሪት- አዙሪት - ጹንጹ hጧቋ1  9 ወት hጩዞ1 
 

ኧረ ጤ)ጣኑ9?  እንዴት ባደ1ግ ተረ ኩ  ነድጄ hጧ1? 
 

እንዲጢ ጋ ብዬ  9ከተጩ 9ዋበው  በሙቋ  ጠይ  1  
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29. S t e r n e n - E g o i s m u s . 
 

Rollt’ ich mich rundes Rollefass 
Nicht um mich selbst ohn’ Unterlass, 

Wie hielt’ ich’s aus, ohne anzubrennen, 
Der heissen Sonne nachzurennen? 

 

29. Planet Egoism. 
 

Did I not turn, a rolling cask, 

Ever about myself, I ask. 

How could I without burning run 

Close on the track of the hot sun ? 

* 
 
 

27. )ንገደኛው 
 

1 የጤጹ እንግዲጢ  ዙሪያው ነው ገደጥ   እንደ)፦ብ1 
እንዲጢ ነው ያ4ኘጢ  አይገ ጹጹ ከእንግዲጢ ጧጎትና 1! 

 
እናጹ )ንገደኛው  እይታጢ ግጩ  ይሁን ፣ዝ፣ዝ በጩ ረጋ  

)ጧው 4ጤ ጢ  አማኝ ሁን ያደጋ  
 

 

27. D e r  W a n d r e r . 
 

„Kein Pfad mehr! Abgrund rings und Todtenstille!“ — 
So wolltest du’s! Vom Pfade wich dein Wille! 

Nun, Wandrer, gilt’s! Nun blicke kalt und klar! 
Verloren bist du, glaubst du — an Gefahr. 

 

27. The Wanderer. 
 

" No longer path ! Abyss and silence chilling ! " 

Thy fault! To leave the path thou wast too 

 

willing ! 

Now comes the test ! Keep cool — eyes bright and 
 

clear ! 

Thou'rt lost for sure, if thou permittest — fear. 
 
* 
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. የኔ ካኔ 
 

)ቶ ደረጆችን  )ሻገ1 አጤብኝ 
)ወ ት አጤብኝ   

ድጹ ችሁ ተ4ማኝ  „ተ 3ችን የኛ  ይጹ4ጩጢ ከድንጋይ?“ 
„ አይ አንት ካኝ   

እያጤ አዋከበኝ - 
አዎ! )ቶ ደረጆቹን  )ወ ት  አጤብኝ 

ጤ)ረማ)ጃ ደረጃ9  ጤ)ጣን   ማን ይጣን   የሚ)ኝ  
 

26. M e i n e  H ä r t e . 
 

Ich muss weg über hundert Stufen, 
Ich muss empor und hör euch rufen: 

„Hart bist du; Sind wir denn von Stein?“ — 
Ich muss weg über hundert Stufen, 
Und Niemand möchte Stufe sein. 

 
26. My Cruelty. 

 

I must ascend an hundred stairs, 

I must ascend : the herd declares 

I'm cruel : " Are we made of stone ? " 

I must ascend an hundred stairs : 

All men the part of stair disown. 
 

* 

 

24. ጤ ጤጹተኝነት )ድጠኒት 
 

እንዲያው 9ታማ11  ወዳጄ  4ማሁጢ  ጹኑጹ አይ )ኝጹ? 
ሁጨጹ ያው ነው እንዴ  የቆየውጹ ቅ)ጹ? 

 
አድጹ ጩጠጤሁ  9ታ ዝ 9ታማ  9ት ጢ 9ትፈገጹ 

ትግ9ትና ጩቤ  አጤ፤ጩጢ ጹ  
 

ግድ የጤጹ ወዳጄ ትከተጤኝ ይሁን ነ ነቴ ብጤጢ 
ባንድነት ሁጥንጹ   ጩ  ድ1ግጹ አ1ገጢ 

 
ግፈ ፣ኝ  ግጩጹ ን እ1ግ  አ1ገጢ ትተጢ! 

 
የ4ባውን ጉ1ሻ ባንድ ጊዜ ው ጢ! 

 
ጤ ጤጹትነቱ ው9 ጣኖ እንዲረዳጢ! 

 

24. P e s s i m i s t e n - A r z n e i . 
 

Du klagst, dass Nichts dir schmackhaft sei? 
Noch immer, Freund, die alten Mucken? 
Ich hör dich lästern, lärmen, spucken — 
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Geduld und Herz bricht mir dabei. 
Folg mir, mein Freund! Entschliess dich frei, 

Ein fettes Krötchen zu verschlucken, 
Geschwind und ohne hinzugucken! — 

Das hilft dir von der Dyspepsei! 
 
 
 
 

24. A Cure for Pessimism. 
 

Those old capricious fancies, friend ! 

You say your palate naught can please, 

I hear you bluster, spit and wheeze. 

 

My love, my patience soon will end ! 

 

Pluck up your courage, follow me — 
 

Here's a fat toad ! Now then, don't blink. 

Swallow it whole, nor pause to think ! 

 

From your dyspepsia you'll be free ! 
* 
 

48. ጢጎች 6 5 
 

ባንገቴ ዙሪያ በ ጉፉ 4ን4ጤት  
ተ4ቅጧ 4ዓት ጤጹጩክት 

ጤኔ አበ፦ ጊዜ ና  ጉዞው የ ከዋክብት  
ጠይ የጤች  ጧዋ  የጤ እንደ ድ2 

እ በፉ ጧይ አይ ጢ  አይ ፈ  አውፈ ዶ2 
4ዓት  ከንግዲጢ አይ4ማ አይናገ1 ታው2!  

ሁጥጹ ተ 2  
 

ጢግና 4ዓት ቲክ ታክ ጧይጩ  ጹጩክት ጧይ4  አጹ12  
 

48. G e g e n d i e G e s e t z e . 
 

Von heut an hängt an härner Schnur 
Um meinen Hals die Stunden-Uhr: 
Von heut an hört der Sterne Lauf, 

Sonn’, Hahnenschrei und Schatten auf, 
Und was mir je die Zeit verkünd’t, 

Das ist jetzt stumm und taub und blind: — 
Es schweigt mir jegliche Natur 

Beim Tiktak von Gesetz und Uhr. 
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48. Nature Silenced. 
 

Around my neck, on chain of hair, 

The timepiece hangs — a sign of care. 
For me the starry course is o'er, 

No sun and shadow as before, 

No cockcrow summons at the door, 

For nature tells the time no more ! 

Too many clocks her voice have drowned, 

And droning law has dulled her sound. 

 
50. ዞረበት 

 
)ን hዊ ጣነች  እንዴት አገኝችው? 

በ1ሷ የተነh አንድ 4ው ብቅ1ቡ  ጤማ4ብ ተhነው 
ያhብ ባጤ ጋ ነበረ9 4ውየው 
hይጤከ  ድ2 ባጤጨ 4ጤጨው  

 
ንቅጧቱን  እንደጢ  4ይ ን hያዞረው  

 
የጤጹ!  የጤጹ!  ይ9ተካከጩ  8ቲቱ hት4ጩበው  

 
50. D e n  K o p f  v e r l o r e n . 

 
Sie hat jetzt Geist — wie kam’s, dass sie ihn fand? 
Ein Mann verlor durch sie jüngst den Verstand, 
Sein Kopf war reich vor diesem Zeitvertreibe: 

Zum Teufel gieng sein Kopf — nein! nein! zum Weibe! 
 

50. He lost his Head. . . . 
 

She now has wit — how did it come her way ? 
A man through her his reason lost, they say. 

His head, though wise ere to this pastime lent. 

Straight to the devil — no, to woman went ! 
 

51. ቅዱ9 ጹኞት 
 

) ጧ ፤ጩ ን ሁጥ  እጩጹ ያድ1ግጩን 
፤ጩ ችን በሙጥ  ወጩ ፤ጩ  ይከ ትጩን  

እንዲጢ ና9ባጤን ጩዩ ቅጩ  የጣን  

 

51. F r o m m e  W ü n s c h e . 
 

„Mögen alle Schlüssel doch 
Flugs verloren gehen, 

Und in jedem Schlüsselloch 
Sich der Dietrich drehen!“ 
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Also denkt zu jeder Frist 
Jeder, der — ein Dietrich ist. 

 

 

51.A Pious Wish. 
 

" Oh, might all keys be lost ! 'Twere better so 

And in all keyholes might the pick-lock go ! " 

Who thus reflects ye may as — picklock know. 
 

 

52. በዕግ1 6  
 

በጄ ብቻ አጩ ጹ  ካጩ ኩ ይጧጩ እግፉጹ  
ጎበዝ ይፈ)ዳጩ  ዘና እያጤ  1 ጹ 

6ጤው በጸዳው ው9 6ሻው በ) ጹ  
 

 
52. M i t  d e m  F u s s e  s c h r e i b e n . 

 

Ich schreib nicht mit der Hand allein: 
Der Fuss will stets mit Schreiber sein. 

Fest, frei und tapfer läuft er mir 
Bald durch das Feld, bald durchs Papier. 

 
52. Foot Writing. 

 

I write not with the hand alone, 

 

My foot would write, my foot that capers. 

 

Firm, free and bold, it's marching on 

 

Now through the fields, now through the papers. 
 

 

. „አይ 4ው  4ው ብጪ ዝጹ“  አንድ ) ጠ  
 

በትዝታ ከኖ1ጢ ጠዘን ነው 1ጠት  
ፈ9ጢ በጹታጹነው  ዕጹነት በወደ ት  

 
አሞፈ እንኳን ብትጣን  እወ ቹ )ንደ1 

እደጹ1ጢ ይጣን  ትጧጩቅ ወ ች ዘ1? 
ወይንጹ  የሚኔ1ቫዋ  ወጤጧይቷ ማ1? 
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53. „ M e n s c h l i c h e s , 
A l l z u m e n s c h l i c h e s . “ E i n B u c h 

 
Schwermüthig scheu, solang du rückwärts schaust, 

Der Zukunft trauend, wo du selbst dir traust: 
Oh Vogel, rechn’ ich dich den Adlern zu? 

Bist du Minerva’s Liebling U-hu-hu? 
 

53- " Human^ Ail-too- Human." . . . 
 

Shy, gloomy, when your looks are backward thrust. 

Trusting the future where yourself you trust, 

Are you an eagle, mid the nobler fowl. 

Or are you like Minerva's darling owl ? 
 

. ጧንባቢዬ 
 

)ንከሻጢ ደግ ይሁን  ጣድጢጹ ይ9ፈጩጢ  
) ን ከቻጩከው እኔንጹ ያ9ችጩጢ! 

 

54. An M e i n e m  L e s e r . 
 

Ein gut Gebiss und einen guten Magen — 
Diess wünsch’ ich dir! 

Und hast du erst mein Buch vertragen, 
Verträgst du dich gewiss mit mir! 

 

54- To my Reader. 
 

Good teeth and a digestion good 

 

I wish you — these you need, be sure ! 
 

And, certes, if my book you've stood. 

Me with good humour you'll endure. 

 
 

. እውነተኛ 4ዓሊው 
 

„ታማኝ  ጤ)ጧው ረት!“ - ጣኖበት ቸገረው  በጹን ይጀጹ1: 
 

)ች ይጣን ተ 2  በ9ዕጩ  -  አጹ2 የሚ4ጹ1? 
 

ማጤ፥ያ የጤውጹ ኢጹንት ያጤጹ 1! 
 

እናጹ  እውነተኛ hሊው  6ያበ፦ ይ9ጧጩ  ፈ5ን ያማረውን  
የትኛው ያጹረዋጩ?  )hጩ ያ9ቻጤውን! 
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55. D e r    r e a l i s t i s c h e   M a l e r . 
 

„Treu die Natur und ganz!“ — Wie fängt er’s an: 
Wann wäre je Natur im Bilde a b g e t h a n ? 
Unendlich ist das kleinste Stück der Welt! — 
Er malt zuletzt davon, was ihm g e f ä l l t . 
Und was gefällt ihm? Was er malen k a n n ! 

 

55. The Realistic Painter. 
 

To nature true, complete 1 " so he begins. 

Who complete Nature to his canvas wins? 

Her tiniest fragment's endless, no constraint 

Can know : he paints just what \{\s fancy pins : 

What does his fancy pin ? What he can paint 
 

 

56. የደፈ6 ጋብ 
 

እ9ቲ ማጋ ሚያ  ብቻውን ይ9 ኝ  
ግድ የጤጹ እን ቱን  ፈ8 አገኛጤሁኝ! 

 
በአፈት 9ንኞች  ት1ጉጹ በጨጧቸው 
ት1ጉጹ አብጅቼ ትንሽ ጩኩፈባቸው! 

 

56. D i c h t e r - E i t e l k e i t . 
 

Gebt mir Leim nur: denn zum Leime 
Find’ ich selber mir schon Holz! 

Sinn in vier unsinn’ge Reime 
Legen — ist kein kleiner Stolz! 

 

56. Poets' Vanity. 
 

Glue, only glue to me dispense, 

 

The wood I'll find myself, don't fear! 

 

To give four senseless verses sense— 
That's an achievement I revere ! 

 

57. የሚ  ጹ1  
 

ነ ነት ጤጹጹረ  ፦ድ ከተ4 ኝ  
ገነት ጹጠከጩ ናት  ቦታ የጹታጹረኝ  

ከዚጢ በበጤ ጹ  ደጃ  ት )ጣን  አጅግ ደ 9 ሚጤኝ! 
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57.  W ä h l e r i s c h e r   G e s c h m a c k . 
 

Wenn man frei mich wählen liesse, 
Wählt’ ich gern ein Plätzchen mir 

Mitten drin im Paradiese: 
Gerner noch — vor seiner Thür! 

 
 

57. Taste in Choosing. 
 

If to choose my niche precise 

 

Freedom I could win from fate, 

I'd be in midst of Paradise — 
 

Or, sooner still— before the gate ! 
* 
 

ግብረ ገብ  የኮከብ 

አንት የ4ማይ ኮከብ  ተተንብዮጩጠጩ  አቅ ው ጉዞጢ 
ጤ) አጩ ጤ)  ጤአንተ  ኮከቡ  ጹኑ ጉዳይጢ? 

ኮፈ ብጤጢ ተዋብ  ግዜን አቆ ፈ1 ጢ  
ጠዘናቸው ጤአንተ  እንግዳ  ነው ሩቅ 

የእጅግ ሩቅ  ዓጤጹ ጠብት   አንተው ነጢ ነ ብፈቅ! 
ጠ ያት ይሁን ጧንተ  ጤጨጧው ) ነቅ! 

ን ጢ )ጣን ብቻ  ነው  ያንት የጢጎችጢ ሊቅ ! 
 

63. S t e r n e n - M o r a l . 
 

Vorausbestimmt zur Sternenbahn, 
Was geht dich, Stern, das Dunkel an? 

Roll’ selig hin durch diese Zeit! 
Ihr Elend sei dir fremd und weit! 

Der fernsten Welt gehört dein Schein: 
Mitleid soll Sünde für dich sein! 
Nur Ein Gebot gilt dir: sei rein! 

63. Star Morality* 
 

Foredoomed to spaces vast and far, 

What matters darkness to the star ? 

 

Roll calmly on, let time go by, 

Let sorrows pass thee — nations die ! 
 

Compassion would but dim the light 

That distant worlds will gladly sight. 

 

To thee one law — be pure and bright ! 
* Translated by Miss M. D. Petre. 
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*** 

 

የሚኮረኩ1ና የሚቆረ፤1 ከተገኘ ይ፣ ጧጩ …. 

እ9ከዚያው ካማፈችሁ 4ሞኑን  ከውብ አይጹ2ዎች   የተገኙ  ሁጤት ውብ ድ14ቶችን በእንግሊዝኛ   አገጧብ  

 

1ኛ  9ጤ ቤተ 4ጧጹ (On Heaven) 

http://guzoliyu.wordpress.com/2012/12/09/on-heaven/ 

 

2ኛ  ጣጩደ1ሊን 9ጤ ፁጩ ኔና ጢብረ ቅጧ  (Hölderlin, Modernity & harmony) 

http://guzoliyu.wordpress.com/2012/12/10/holderlin-modernity/ 

* 

More on Nietzsche 

The Flame of Eternity: 
An Interpretation of Nietzsche’s Thought 

Krzysztof Michalski 
Translated by Benjamin Paloff 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://guzoliyu.wordpress.com/2012/12/09/on-heaven/
http://guzoliyu.wordpress.com/2012/12/10/holderlin-modernity/
http://guzoliyu.wordpress.com/2013/11/10/more-on-nietzsche/
http://press.princeton.edu/titles/9593.html
http://press.princeton.edu/titles/9593.html
http://press.princeton.edu/titles/9593.html
http://press.princeton.edu/titles/9593.html
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ድ ጩ ድ ይ1) 

ከ ፈን9 ካ ካ,  

* 

፣  ያጩኩና ፣ዝ፦ዛ ነበ1ኩ  በገደጩ ጧይ የተጋደጹኩ ድ ጩ ድ ይ  በዚጢ በኩጩ የግፉ ቶች  
በወድያኛው እጆቼ በተ4ባበረው ካብ ው9  ጣነው  በቅ ኣድ1ጌ እፈ8ን ተክያጤሁ   የጩብ8 
ዘ1 ች ግፈና ፣ኝ 4ጧጹታ ይ4 ጥ ገደጥ 91 ያጤው የበረዶ ወንዙ ያደነ፤ፈጩ  ማንጹ ጠገ1-
ጎብኝ/ቱሪ9ት ወደ ዚጢ ማጤ ያ የጨጤው ከ ታ ጧይ ዞ1 ብጪጹ ኣያውቅ  ድጩድዩጹ በየትኛውጹ 
ካ1ታ ጧይ እ9ካሁን ተገጩ  ኣያውቅጹ  9ጤጣነጹ ዕ  ክ ጨ ተዘ1ግቶ )ቆየት ነው  ዝጹ ብዬ 
) በቅ ነበረብኝ  ካጩተደረ)4 ኣንዴ የተዘረጋ ድጩድይ  ድጩድይ )ጣንን ከቶጹ ሊያቆጹ 
ኣይችጩጹ  

አንድ ግዜ ታድያ  )ሸት 6ጩ  የ)ጀ)ሪያው ይሁን እንድ ሺኛው  ያጩታወ፣ ነገ1  ኣጧውቅጹ  
ጠhቤ )ጧ ቅ  ቶት ዙሪያውን ይሽከረከፈጩ  ኣንድ ነገ1 ተከ4ተ  በበጋ ወፈት ነው  )ሸት 
6ጩ  የገደጥ ወንዝ ጤማውን እያንጎዳጎደው hጤ  የአንድ 4ው የ1ጹጃ ኮቴ 4ማሁኝ   

ወደኔ ወደእኔ ይጹ  ድጩድይ ጣይ እፈ9ጢን ዘ1ጋ  ተዘጋጅ  ድጋ  የጤሽ ማዕዘንጢን አ ናው  
የድጋ  ኣደፈጢን ጤ)ወ ት የተ4 ጢን )ንገደኛ ተሸከጹ! የ)ንገደኛው እ1ጹጃ ኣ9ተማማኝ 
ካጩ)4ጤጢ በዘዴ አ9ተካክጤው  እንዲያጹ ጣ ኖ ከተንገዳገደብጢ  ኣይዞጢ ብጤጢ እንደተፈፈው እግዜ1 
ጣነጢ ወደ ማዶው )ፉት ኣሽ፣ን ረጢ አኑረው  

እንግዳው )  በብረት ጹ1ኩዙ  ጎነታተጤኝ  የጩብ8ን ዘ1 ች በጹ1ኩዙ ብድግ አደረጋቸውና 
ወደ ገጧዬ አ9ተካከጧቸው  በ ቅ ፤ ጉፉ ው9  የጹ1ኩዙን  ከቶ   አካባቢውን በ)ረበሽ 
እየተ፦ኘ ይ)4ጧጩ  እዛው ጤረዥጹ ጊዜ ተወው  ከዚያ ወዲያ ግን  እኔጹ ኣብፉ ከ15 ጋ1  ጋፈና 
ገደጥን እያጤጹኩ hጤ  በሁጤቱጹ እግሩ የ4ውነቴ )ጠጩ ጧይ ቆሞ ይዘጩብኝ ገባ  

እኔጹ ጹኑጹ hይገባኝ  የሚያhብድ ጢ)ጹ ሁጤ)ናዬን ወረረኝ  ኧረ የማን ያጤጢ! ጩጅ ትባጧጤጢ 
ጢጩጹ )ንገደኛ ወይ9 ፈ5ን የሚገድጩ  አhhች ወይ9 አውዳሚ? እናጹ ይጢን ጉድ ጤማየት ዞ1 
እንደማጤት ኣጩኩኝ  ጉድ ነው! ድጩድይ 6ዞ1! ገና ዞ1 ከማጤቴ )ደ ቴ  ተደ ሁ  ወዲያው 
ከ)በ 8  ከበታቼ ሁጨ 4ጧማዊ )9ጤው ከሚነጉደው የወንዝ ውጠ ፁ1 አ ው 6ያዩኝ 
የኖሩት  የተhጥት ድንጋዮች በ ፣ውኝ )ጤያየታቸው  

 

* 
 የሁጧችንጹ የጣነችው ኢ ት ዮ ጵ ያ ጠገፈችን ወደ አዲ5 የ 4ጧጹና የብጩ ግና )ንደ1 ና ዘ)ን ጤ)ሸጋገ1  

በጹታደ1ገው ጉዞ ጧይ ከረጅጹ ጊዜ ጀጹ2 የተዘረጋጧት ድጩድይ ያጤ ይ)9ጤኛጩ:: በእግዜ1 ይሁን በተ 2 ጤባጤ  
ጉዳይ እንተወው:: በዚጢ ድጩድይ  ዕ  ክ ጫ ጣኖ  ዛፉ በጣነ ባጩጣነው በማይጣን እየዘጤጤ  ድጩድዪን )ከፈ  
የማያበጧ የፖጤቲካ ወገን ያጤ አይ)9ጩጹ  እንዲያውጹ ይባ9  ብጪ እድጸ ጩኳን ያጩተጤያት 
ረጠብና ችጋ1 ከድ2ው ባጧነ4 ) ኑ እንደገና 4ሞኑን እየጎበኛት ነው  9ጤጣነጹ  እንዳው ኣረ  ብጪ  ጤሁጧችንጹ ጤማ4ጧ4ጩ ይበጅ ይጣናጩ 
በማጤት  በኣ1ቆ ኣhቢነቱ  በሁጥጹ 4ው ዘንድ የተወደደውን የታዋ፥ዊውን የኣው2ፓ ያጤ ው ክ ጤ ዘ)ን ባጤ ቅኔ  ፈን9 ካ ካ  ኣ 1 
)ጩክት  ወደ ኣማ1ኛ  ጤ፣ቅ ባጤ )ጩኩ ጤ)ተ1ጎጹ ሞክፉያጤሁ       
„T  Br “ – „D  Brü k “  ድጩድይ   ይባጧጩ ከ ፈን9 ካ ካ, . 
9ጤ ድጩድዪ )ጩክት ማ4ታወሻ 
ድጩድይ እንደ )ፉት ታግሶ እንደ 4ማይ ረቆ ሁጥንጹ ሊያ9ታናግድ 6ገባው  ፣ና ብጪ አ9ቸጋሪ እንግዳውን  
ጤይቶ ጤማ9፣ረት ከተ)ጤከተ  
እንግዳው )ንገደኛ ደግሞ  ድጩድዩን እንዳይኑ ብጨን ብቆ በንክብካቤ ከጩተገጤገጤበት  ጤሁጥጹ  
አይበጅጹ  ) ያቸው ነው ማጤት ነው !!! 
የኢትዮጵያ ድጩድያችን ዕ ጹ ይጢ እንዳይጣን ሁጥጹ ማ9ተዋጩ ኣጤበት!  

  

* 
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The Bridge 

I was stiff and cold, I was a bridge, I lay over a ravine. My toes on one side, my fingers clutching the 

other, I had clamped myself fast into the crumbling clay. The tails of my coat fluttered at my sides. Far 

below brawled the icy trout stream. No tourist strayed to this impassable height, the bridge was not 

yet traced on any map. So I lay and waited; I could only wait. Without falling, no bridge, once 

spanned, can cease to be a bridge.It was toward evening one day- was it the first, was it the 

thousandth? I cannot tell- my thoughts were always in confusion and perpetually moving in a circle. It 

was toward evening in summer, the roar of the stream had grown deeper, when I heard the sound of a 

human step! To me, to me. Straighten yourself, bridge, make ready, railless beams, to hold up the 

passenger entrusted to you. If his steps are uncertain, steady them unobtrusively, but if he stumbles 

show what you are made of and like a mountain god hurl him across to land. 

He came, he tapped me with the iron point of his stick, then he lifted my coattails with it and put them 

in order upon me. He plunged the point of his stick into my bushy hair and let it lie there for a long 

time, forgetting me no doubt while he wildly gazed around him. But then – I was just following him 

in thought over mountain and valley – he jumped with both feet on the middle of my body. I 

shuddered with wild pain, not 

knowing what was happening. Who was it? A child? A dream? A wayfarer? A suicide? A tempter? A 

destroyer? And I turned so as to see him. A bridge to turn around! I had not yet turned quiet around 

when I already began to fall, I fell and in a moment I was torn and transpierced by the sharp rocks 

which had always gazed up at me so peacefully from the rushing water. 

Translated by Willa and Edwin Muir  

Written by Franz Kafka 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/6366575/The-Bridge 

http://guzoliyu.wordpress.com/?s=kafka 
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http://www.scribd.com/doc/6366575/The-Bridge
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MODEL 

An Intuition on Common Sense 
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The Substance of the mental being is still, so still,  
daß nothing disturbs it. If thoughts or activities come 
they do not rise at all out of the mind, but they come  
from outside and cross the mind as a flight of birds  
crosses the sky in a windless air. It passes, disturbs  
nothing, leaving no trace. Even if a thousand images  
or the most violent events pass across it, the calm  
stillness remains as if the very texture of the mind  
were a substance of eternal and indestructible peace.  
A mind that has achieved this calmness can begin to  
act, even intensely and powerfully, but it will keep its 
fundamental stillness – originating nothing from  
itself but receiving from Above and giving it a mental  
form without adding anything of its own, calmly,  
dispassionately, though with the Joy of Truth and  
the  happy power and light of its passage. 

Sri Aurobindo….. 
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May Science make it to Perfection 

With Time and Space, 
New Dimension. 

May Culture be pure and Human 
Would History cease to be? 

For new Culture, Peace and free, 
Life is Faith and Faith in Life 

For Infinity — Eternity, 
Through Harmony 

To the Point, the Destiny. 
JOY! is the final Act! 

Through high Hope -Deliverance, 
It is real; for the Human to feel the Source. 

 
 
 
 

 

HARMONY 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Be it Nature or Universe 
With Mankind full of Wisdom 

Where the state is History 
And the Laws are Freedom. 

Where faith and religion 
Inspire pure Knowledge 

Life for Heavon; 
Is a challenge. 

For perfection, peace and culture. 
JOY! is the final Act! 

Through Harmony the glory purpose 
The godly Human would touch the Source. 
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Prologue 
 
When I cast a glance in every direction of heaven during a clear night of a nice spring ...; 
over my head, beyond the horizon, beyond the moon across the bright Venus and into the 
stars beyond the dark sky, I can’t suppress my astonishment, my respect and veneration for 
the majestic substance underlying all these. The process of simple and free contemplation 
observing this wonder ends up with some sort of bliss and gratification that I belong to all 
this substance as a conscious part of the whole. This was the feeling, with which I was 
always overwhelmed, one spring after another, while I was spending my holidays in the 
island of Crete- Greece, which replaced for a decade the roots of my ancestors; Ethiopia, 
where I was denied the pleasure to inhale its ether or set a foot on. Crete was my strange 
area, my new space, where I was wandering around up and down hill to shed some tears for 
my unconscious past; where I was troubled with sorting out my bewildered present; where, 
after the ideology and the purpose of life I used to have, had shattered, I was left alone by 
kin and friend, deep in the darkness of my unknown future, with nothing spiritual, 
confronted by fate to search for my truth, wondering why and for what ultimate purpose my 
life has taken the insane path it chose.  
 
Every time I was attracted during my holidays to Crete –Greece, I was sharing my passion 
with the dark sky above me, across the hill over the village of Paradiso with its twinkling 
stars and their twins in the Mediterranean See, to understand, what is behind all this. A 
mysterious area, as I always felt during my sojourn, where the philosophy of humanity has 
its cradles and the souls of the mighty philosophers are perhaps still observing us with their 
accustomed tolerance, while we are still staggering and stuttering in search of our destiny. 
Isn’t it a miracle that all these bright stars, heavenly and celestial bodies don’t move astray 
and descend upon us; that the sun doesn’t deny shining one day in the morning, that the 
moon never misses its path and that they all don’t sprinkle in various directions in bundles 
of energy from beyond and threaten our beautiful nature. Everything hovering over me, 
behind me and all over; they all seem to follow and obey their governing laws and take 
their own course and enjoy their existence. Whence comes then the arrogance to believe 
that we humans make the exception to entertain a notion, that we don’t obey any laws of 
which we are unaware? Why should we make the exception just because we are endowed 
with the special and beautiful nature of mind, called Reason and Logic, which can have its 
origin in nowhere other than all this substance around us? This is especially true at least for 
the fortunate, who has a Faith of some sort or other, a source of somewhat and some sort 
somewhere over there or over here. Whatever the origin, I am not interested in any of the 
discussion on the so called “Design or Not”, which appears to be the “philosophical-
religious” agenda of the day in the west, which in my opinion is only a question of the 
sovereign individual. My point here is only a belief that there must be a governing natural 
law for our social reality similar to the non-conscious material reality of nature, on which 
no one so far doubts and our science is today full of. 
 
We are all endowed with the Mind, which manifests its high vitality with Reason and Logic, 
when it urges for sublimty and feels itself at its height. History has several times presented 
us with hundreds of intellects, who were at such extraordinary heights of intellectual 
position to tear down the curtains of ignorance and show us the governing rules of nature. 
This is the case, though; the human species may have lived before for a long period without 
being aware of them. - Theories. Natural science is, as we know, full of these theories and 
hard facts. I for myself was convinced during my early youth, that there is always a 
governing Law behind life, until I was overwhelmed by the arrogance of my adulthood. This 
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was just God in a nutshell; God, uncritically accepted, without any qualification and without 
any trouble of reason. God, delivered through the religion, to which I accidentally 
belonged. However, especially when I began to understand calculus in my first college 
years, with all other accompanying higher mathematical theories of series, infinity etc., I 
begun to be more delighted about all those beautiful facts of higher mathematics, to 
believe that everything may have a purpose and meaning and can be explained.. A purpose 
and meaning, which I perhaps as a beginner cannot grasp all at a time but at any rate, 
would try sometime to find the expertise of at least a section, which is part and parcel of 
the whole. 
 
That was the youth. The adult abandoned the faith of the youth to replace it with an 
ideological dogma, until sometime the new politically motivated belief was also again 
irrevocably shattered. Thereafter, through a process of liberating the mind the adult made 
Reason and logic the guiding principle until again this gave room for new awareness- 
Awareness, on the limits of Reason and Logic when they are devoid of Faith. Human life, if 
it is not supported by faith becomes simple and meaningless vegetation without a purpose. 
Not simply faith, but Faith so deep and so far as the dark heaven at night; as high and 
sublime as the intellect of all intellects beyond space and all dimensions, which may grasp 
a moment in eternity at a timeless and dimensionless moment. 
 
Is there more than a vegetation of life? Yes, there is. I believe life has a purpose! 
 
 

The Harmony Model 

SIDE THE SOURCE 
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"The most beautiful and profound emotion we can experience is the sensation of the mystical. He to whom this emotion is a 

stranger, who can no longer wonder and stand rapt in awe, is as good as dead. To know that what is impenetrable to us really 

exists, manifesting itself as the highest wisdom and the most radiant beauty, which our dull faculties can comprehend only in 

their primitive forms - this knowledge, this feeling, is at the centre of true religion." - Albert Einstein


....At the centre of Faith.

 

Statement of clarification



1. This contribution is neither an outcome of extensive reading nor a copy of that author or book but a result of common sense, a 

small portion of insight and a sincere “search for truth”( not research), after some shade of bitter life experience, abandoning all 

dogmas, which caused a lot of sacrifice to the  generation of my youth and  messed up our intellectual development. To make a 

hypothesis on Social Reality, as a point of departure, it takes  and relies on the Relativity statement of Einstein, which is so far 

incontestable for the Natural Reality. With all respect, I of course demand to be forgiven, if this interpretation for the purpose of 

understanding Life happens to displace his great work of high research..  However the case,  how naive this interpretation may 

seem at face value, the faith behind it, is nevertheless so strong to believe that it is true. Not only Mystics, Time and Space may 

evolve  to render this Truth a scientific foundation.  Until then it is my pleasure to live, not only with the Faith but also with 

the knowledge, that the fundament of this truth is supported by the (non systematic) studies I made so far, in the field of 

philosophy and faith, ever since the harmony model was constituted in this form. 

 

2. The Star model- a graphical presentation, which can help visualising the relations and reflections of the Harmony, has just 

fortunately happened to develop in due course of preparing this contribution.  Like so many events in life, it is fortunate that, 

there is always a treasure of accidence; the working plan of the Absolute. This model can elaborate the point more than 

innumerable words. 

 

3. The intention with this model is not to declare this or that “new knowledge” whatsoever, but only making the play as 

transparent and as general as possible, so that any young man could see through it and opt for nothing but Life; Life is a jewel, a 

gift of the Absolute, which compares and equals nothing, other than its own defence and purpose: HARMONY This fact is what 

the survivors of the last generation, owe this generation. That means, in simple words, the game of the day should only be LIFE, 

if possible why not with a High purpose of Harmony. But never neither sacrifice nor harassment, be it state or whatever. 

 

A concerned observer for 20 years;   

22.05.2009 (Text compiled with slight changes from the original dated 10.01.2006; Pictures refined in due course of time) 

Hilina Berhanu 

 



Dedicated for all who suffered and lost their lives for the well-being of Ethiopia 
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The Purpose of Life- 

Background- 

After the philosophical and ideological foundation of my youth had shattered, I made it 
my voluntary duty to make this model, the Harmony Model of Life, just for my own 
purpose of understanding life; but now it happened to come to this light. To help or stir; for 
a smile or sneer... I don’t know... Whatever the case, I would not mind, since it has helped 
me.  Along this path I had to go through some spiritual, at the beginning bitter and at the 
end an enlightening experience, which recently had its resolution in the freedom of my 
mind, body and spirit. 

After this state of existence, I had only to struggle with time to understand, relish and 
quench my thirst for knowledge. Any knowledge, whose purpose is enlightening and 
freeing the human species to celebrate its full liberty and perfection at the end, was 
welcome. I am still at the beginning, though I feel the rest is more or less only a question of 
time to bring the flower of knowledge to blossom. Along this state of mind, my object of 
reference was Ethiopia - my roots- and my personal experience. 

Fortunate and unfortunate, blunders and maturing, I had always in mind my involvement 
and social engagement in a movement, which, irrespective of its healthy and noble cause 
for social justice, obscured by a dogmatic “communist” ideology, was condemned to pass 
through a historical period, which had swept a substantial section of the world and has 
ended in our case with the sacrifice of very dear friends and thousands of the Ethiopian 
youth with their dreams, intellect and energy. 

Though the legacy of the last generation, which has consummated much of its energy 
through celebrating traditions, contradictions, differences, partisanship and above all 
violence, has still a firm grasp of the new one, now after almost three decades, I hope that 
a new generation is coming up with a highly respectful energy for a change, development 
and an aspiration to be part of the enlightened human movement and determine its own 
destiny and live in peace. Moreover, hoping that all active political forces uproot and 
denounce this legacy not only in principle but also in practice, they would step forward to 
take hold of the right human spirit of today and commit themselves for the harmony of life 
in the sense of resolving contradictions and differences, giving room for all shades of life to 
live and work together for a higher purpose. Only beautiful rhetoric for peace and 
democracy is not sufficient and should not however disguise the reality. In the recent past, 
for those of us who had the fortune of having the least glimpse of genuine enlightenment 
and are ready to learn from the dark experience, the reality counter to this spirit had made 
us sick at heart, with the consequence of becoming passive, leaving it for history to take 
care of its own course.  

 

This was, instinctively my case until the end of 2004. During the last years, since I 
stopped my active political engagement, in the course of my “search” (not research) for 
truth”, at moments when the spirit of the past and lost friends takes hold of me, I was 
making some notes to generalize my thoughts to have a certain peace of mind and 
understand life and beyond. I have been engaged with this sometimes at a highly extreme 
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and irrational psychological makeup, so that the best of it may precipitate as a result. I 
was doing this not only with an emphasis of learning from my past but trying to 
understand the state of stupidity or initial causes, which made me vulnerable to an 
ideological dogma, which is capable of exploiting the healthy and noble cause of young 
people, like I used to be. 

Remaining true to my mathematics passion of my youth, these notes were always 
accompanied by a sketch or model, which could generalize my understanding. In the 
process of human maturing, there are extreme circumstances, be it intimate life, personal 
or social experience or a combination of several factors in the surrounding nature, which 
may bring about a new perception of life and a substantial change in the consciousness of 
the subject. At the end of year 2004, I was lucky to have this experience, which 
substantially changed my perspective and made an end to my earlier passive and personal 
vegetative existence - This experience lead me to a process of enlightenment; engagement 
for a process of enlightenment not only for personal knowledge and spiritual development 
but also to share my strivings at least among friends, who have my esteem and respect. 
The candle of enlightenment was of course burning since mankind has stepped into this 
nature, but with full awareness, may be in my case, I have only discovered it now, when I 
began to grasp the old people who were writing about it under the light of their candles, 
long before we have the pleasure of a brighter light today; a brighter light, which 
sometimes makes us blind. However, since the candle is somehow more beautiful, 
nostalgic and full of art than our modern light, we still live and like our candle burning and 
enjoy the silence of mind, which it renders our spirit, in moments of life, when the past, the 
present and the future refuse to be different… Exceptional moments of time before we may 
perhaps experience the pleasure of that Beyond. 
 
That Beyond, is here not the subject of my “model” at all. Let us leave this for the silence. 
Important variables and factors indicating this are however, included in the Model, since 
they simply belong to the consistency and correctness of the logic. The “model” , on which 
I was taking my time, in moments of wanting to give Life a purpose, remembering all our 
friends and the last generation of the Ethiopian youth, who left us believing in a purpose in 
their unfortunate way is only this “side” of life - Life, which without any exceptions, the 
coming generations of Ethiopia should enjoy. My intention with this model is also not to 
declare this or that “new knowledge” whatsoever, but only making the play as transparent 
and as general as possible, so that any young man could see through it and opt for nothing 
but Life; Life, a jewel, a gift of the Absolute, which compares and equals nothing, other 
than its own defense and purpose. 
This fact is I think, what the survivors of the last generation, owe this generation. That 
means, in simple words, the game of the day should only be LIFE, if possible why not with 
a high purpose of Harmony. But never neither sacrifice nor harassment, be it state or 
whatever.  
 
After the experience mentioned above and a conscious process of enlightening myself; 
beginning to work through the sweet jungle of knowledge and completing - my “search for 
truth”, to present it in this form of model was not difficult. It is logically consistent and I 
think all-round... Above-all, I myself believe it is true and correct. If others understand my 
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point, at least in its tenets, is enough. I am of course very aware of the fact that this is 
“only” on a highly macro-level and can perhaps be dismissed, as a common place and 
irrelevant by those who are busy threading the strings of our micro solutions. Nonetheless, 
with all respect for the micro solutions, it is high time that, we should get hold of our 
macro perspectives too. Moreover, at the micro levels there are abundant materials, works 
and solutions en mass in the libraries of esteemed humanist forefathers of diverse culture, 
which all have their rights of existence. It is true, (like the saying in German “der Teufel 
liegt im Detail”/ ) the devil lies in the details - the details are difficult. However, all 
schools of thoughts can come to terms with each other, allowing room for different 
solutions with the ultimate purpose of grasping the macro purpose of life. Only the right of 
existence and preferences for different micro solutions without claiming to be the absolute 
truth makes life, worthy and beautiful with all its diversity and complexity. 
Not any one philosopher ... or for that matter not even any contemporary spiritual leader 
has a right on the absolute truth. Life is somehow like the puzzle, my son is playing, to 
ultimately make one whole; just with the big difference, if you like, with no limits for its 
complexity and diversity; but in order not to break down eternally, always ending in an 
Harmony. I believe, this is for instance, the problem of the present political environment in 
Ethiopia. All „angels”, to put all of them in a positive light, claim to be the sole savior 
with the absolute truth... A very depressing moment vis à vis the tremendous energy of the 
people ready to make a great leap in our history. 
 
An observer for 20 years, 10.01.2006 
 
Following is the graphical presentation of the Harmony Model. 
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Today: 
 
Is that all real,      
Is that HISTORY? 
Is it SCIENCE, Or 
PERFECTION? 
Is that all you see? 
Is that the HUMAN; 
You are searching for? 
The PEACE or the CULTURE; 
You are longing for?  
 
 
 
 
 

H 
 
 
 

Tomorrow:   
   
May you have the FAITH?  
Beyond the Time, across the SPAC E 
Over the breath 
The moment you sense, 
The touch of bliss, 
The Music, the Light, 
You are enlightened, 
You are across, over the cross 
Life is a Jewel, It has a Purpose. 
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The Hypothesis for Social Reality - Harmony as the Purpose of Life 

 

The Purpose of Life for the modern man is to develop a condition of social harmony, where 

mankind can eventually achieve its higher objectives of Peace, High Culture, 

Perfection/Prosperity and a tolerant atmosphere of Faith in a human society, so that every 

Man-Woman can appreciate and enjoy a Harmonious Life.  

- HARMONY in all aspects of Life – -Individual, social, cultural, natural or spiritual. 

In every society at a definite time and space parallel to the natural reality of life, there is a 

social reality which is working its way through history. This social reality is different for 

every society and has to be perceived in its relation to the sum total of its intellectual 

leadership, whatever is available at the disposal of that society. The point is only whether 

one is aware of this reality and in a position to understand the moments and all the elements 

of harmony, emanating from the natural and social reality. And these moments and 

elements have to be appraised not in their differences but essentially in their unity and 

complex interactions to be capable of giving the necessary intellectual leadership, in the 

sense of all godly and human high virtues to keep life at its best quality for that society. If 

the sum total of the intellectual section of that society i.e. the elite, are not  conscious of 

their social reality in all possible dimensions, like any position and moment of the harmony, 

they are also simply objects liable to be moved in any direction as the harmony of life finds it 

necessary. History has enough testimonies how the inherent necessity of harmony in nature 

has retaliated either in the nature of Man (revolutions, wars...etc) or on its account (natural 

catastrophes, destitution, hunger etc.) reminding Man to do something (science, culture...) 

about its condition. In such circumstances and above all, if the elite of that social reality are 

blindfolded by their sectional interests, irrespective of what they may think of themselves 

entertaining an illusion to have a firm command of their conditions, they are degraded to the 

level of the other objects of the social reality. They are not subjects with the intellectual 

capacity to determine and move the history of their society in a harmonious manner. It is in 

such situations, that societies are at their lowest levels of Collective Intelligence and would 

drift away into different calamities, human catastrophes of history, be it in the form of wars, 

internal conflicts, revolutions or human destitutions and destruction. This is the case until 

the social reality re-establishes its harmony again, when the community at large would 

somehow function by picking its intellectual subject and pave the way to legitimate a new 

formation of the elite, eligible for that society at that context of history. 

If this community does not maintain the harmony incorporating the high level of 

philosophical and intellectual capacity necessary for that society, this can also last only 

until the next phase of disharmony begins. This means to maintain the harmony, the elite 

i.e. the political class (the total sum of the elite from culture, politics, science and faith) 

should consistently give the necessary leadership taking into account all the necessary 
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elements of a harmonious life in the nation, a modern nation which can fulfil all the 

requirements of stability and sovereignty and work for its people, in its sphere of influence 

towards the high objectives of mankind.  

What is the quintessence of life and what are the dimensions of this HARMONY? 

 

The four planes of Life: - the social, cultural, material and the spiritual planes; 

and on the transcendental level, the human and the absolute planes, have 

altogether 8 dimensions. 
 

1. The State & Laws  

2. Community & Ethics  

3. Family & Love  

4. The Human Being & Hope  

 

5. Mankind & Conscience 

6. Nature & Religion 

7. The Universe & Faith 

8. God, the Absolute & Deliverance 

 

These Dimensions have their corresponding Axes: 
 

1. Humanity (h)  

2. Intelligence/Consciousness (I)  

3. Music (q)  

4. Destiny (D)  

 

5. Mass (m) 

6. Energy (E) 

7. Light (c) 

8. The Source (S) 

 

Analogous to the Einstein theory of relativity formulated for the Material & Spiritual plane, 

—The Godly Hemisphere — by 
E=mc2 ; Energy = Mass X (Speed of Light) 2 ;  

 

there may be a social reality which can be formulated for the Social & Cultural plane, 

—The Human Hemisphere—by 
I= hq2 ; Intelligence = Humanity X (Quality of Music) 2 

 

See graphic presentation/ to visualize the relations) 
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Energy (E) corresponds to -Intelligence (I), which can be quantified either socially, 

individually or both as a guiding principle. 

Mass (m) corresponds to -humanity (h), quantified with all the humanitarian and high 

cultural values universally accepted today. 

Light/speed of light (c) has its analogy, in the quality of Music (q).  

 

Music can be in its quantification very controversial and highly subjective, because of its 

dependence on the diversity of the human culture and traditional background. As much as 

love in the spirit and beauty in the eyes of the beholder lie, the feeling in the music is as 

diversified as the human cultures of today. Nonetheless, the human cultural development is 

today mature enough to feel the universal passion in the heavenly music of every culture. 

Every culture may have its Mozart and we can have also our Yareds; but every Mozart in the 

culture, can never travel through his inspirations without the feeling of that, that one 

Mozart. 

Whatever the Source, which ever the Order or no Order; since the Origin is the Source(S) of 

Energy and Intelligence(I) or Intelligence and Energy(E), the Human Destiny (D) in Life can 

only be Intelligence full of Energy and full of virtues. -Godly virtues, which a healthy human 

mind and conscience can imagine in a Human Culture. This is the sense and in the sense of 

the Source, which can be more and more than that in that Beyond. To sense that Beyond, we 

are missing today this ashore, the Harmony of Life, where Intelligence and Energy; Destiny 

and Source will touch to rejoice the Origin; .....the point and the moment where the 

Michelangelo’s and all those jewels of creation may enjoy and wonder. 

And who knows? —the Origin— until then the bliss of HOPE remains always. Hope, 

universal Hope for the Human Species, through enlightenment of the day to the Harmony of 

Life, when the Higher Objectives of Mankind would prevail. 

 

*** 
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Higher Objectives  
 
The Purpose of Life is HARMONY within and between the four Planes of Life and 

achieving the corresponding Higher Objectives of Mankind:- 

Peace, Culture, Perfection and Faith. 

Harmony is not a constant state of life where everything functions like a “Perpetuum 
Mobile”. Moreover it is not a phenomenon like a building out of similar bricks, with every bit 
of them fitting to each other and every section of life to be uniform to function like those 
parades of masses of people on big celebrations of former communist countries or sport 
opening ceremonies, to demonstrate in vain some sort of art. On the contrary,  Man is by far 
beyond this state of  intellectual abyss and with reason and logic reigning on the human mind 
today, the nature of harmony is the opposite, demanding diversity and even quantum 
complexity as its prerequisite to be real in life.  
And above all, harmony is a state of existence highly embedded in the factor of time, reaching 
out for eternity and longing for infinity. Do we like to imagine where the limits of the 
universe are? Is the Mind ready to contemplate on how abstract the quantum dimension is, 
that  holds us together or what the ultimate force behind all this matter, conscious or 
unconscious, visible, dark or whatever else could be?.... For instance just a newly discovered 
one galaxy, out of innumerable others, which is much bigger than our milky way, contains 
billions of stars…cosmologists speculate even on the existence of a multiple of similar 
universes like ours….etc. …etc.. Can we easily accommodate such facts in our minds? 
Therefore harmony is not a state of tranquility and rest but full of all the moments and 
vectors of life conceived in space and time. Harmony is an art and state of equilibrium 
constituting and allowing the existence of all its elements at a time always moving towards a 
still higher purpose; which is again nothing other than harmony itself. With this in mind 
harmony is thus necessarily embedded in a fundament of higher objectives, which could 
always be formulated for the various sections of harmony in particular or higher objectives 
inherently related to the four planes of life in general, which provide the big purpose of life its 
concrete nature. 
These higher objectives are: PEACE, High CULTURE, PERFECTION and FAITH 
 

I. Peace for the social plane 
 
The concrete purpose of any state form (e.g. Democracy), the community and the family can 
be nothing less than peace. If we want to save ourselves from further calamities, wars, and all 
sorts of inhuman social conflicts, as witnessed in our recent history (WWII etc.), this higher 
objective can only be attained through an appropriate social justice and welfare. Otherwise, 
we are driving towards what a wise Ethiopian may call “Eያወቁ Aለቁ፤” (“a conscious self 
destruction”) – another form of destruction. Irrespective of the insanity of the actors, in the 
name of “enduring freedom” or the promise of the “heaven beyond”, the “cultural conflict”, 
which is hovering today over the world around the question of “Atomic Energy and the dream 
or the nightmare of  a religious National superiority” is not accidental and has its social 
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ground and may be the forerunner of the next round of human destruction, if the human 
species fail to work for peace, social justice and welfare. There is no way that this round of 
destruction could be less inhuman than the recent past, which was more or less ideologically 
conditioned. How would it be like with an additional religious dimension? 
 

 
II. Culture/ High culture for the cultural plane 
 
Culture- High culture means human culture based on the high level of scientific progress 
with the respect of all human cultural background as diversified as it is today, historically 
handed over to the modern human from every section of the human species. Imagine a 
virtuoso classical music, which would caress all your senses***, which would move your 
loving heart, which will enhance the silence of your mind, which will inspire you with a 
transcendental vision, thereby elevating your passion and respect for life and the human. This 
can only be achieved by the genius, who is in a position to combine all variations of notes by 
means of a high musical intellect one can imagine of. Or imagine a nice field and steppes of 
flowers made up of only tulips in one geometrical form or the other, in comparison to that of a 
big garden with different forms of planes full of all the varieties of flowers existing today in 
nature - from the well known beautiful black red rose to a cactus flower etc. It does not require 
a special intellect to tell which would be appealing and delighting to the healthy mind, be it 
the artist or the layman. The same is true with Culture and High Culture, which can be a 
panorama of all cultures from all shades and corners of the human species at a definite time, 
without the slightest propensity of exclusiveness. Not exclusive but always working on the 
elevation of the human intellect towards the essential substance of the human mind – reason 
and logic, supported by some form of faith; Faith which as discussed below, is itself one of  
the higher objective of life too. 
 

III. Perfection/prosperity for the material plane 
 
Mankind as a species, not only represented by its highest intellects, but also even by that of 
the common intellect, has the affinity for perfection and it lies in the nature of the human to 
be curious and always in the search for a higher knowledge. This may be, as protagonists of 
evolution may presume, due to the higher instincts of survival in the “highly aggressive state 
of nature”. Survival of the fittest for the human however, can be  more easily realized through 
a higher intellect than through a tougher tentacle – the muscles. This is true, though history 
is also full of other facts on events which are contrary to reason and logic. In spite of all odds, 
this did not however prevent the human species to progress towards perfection. Every period 
of life has produced its jewels of humans, who have the courage and the intellect to develop 
science as far as their ages could manage, so that we would enjoy its fruits. Enjoy and 
develop all spheres of science, always critically appraised to go further towards perfection 
initiating a new scope. Science is always an open phenomena and remains so, as long as the 
human being manages to maintain its existence, and life; Life with a Purpose. In other words 
the higher objective of the material plane is perfection with the strong support of science; 
Science for the promotion of peace and human culture in prosperity. 
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IV. Faith for the spiritual plane 
 
Faith is strictly speaking a domain of the sovereign individual; the individual free of any 
constraints. It is not with a longing for the past or out of nostalgic sentiments, if it is 
suggested here to change the well known aphorism of the last Emperor;  “ሃይማኖት የግል ነው፤ “ 
to “Eምነት የግል ነው።”.  “Faith (not religion) belongs to the sphere of the individual”.  This is 
true, if all the prerequisites of a high human culture with the necessary welfare and peace on 
the basis of reason and logic were available. But this is not the reality, though, given the 
scientific progress of today, combined with the available spiritual prerequisite, the abundant 
wealth could have been sufficient enough to entertain such a culture.. The higher insight 
hadn’t unfortunately made its way through the mind of every individual, that the source of 
pleasure does not lie in the accumulation of wealth but somewhere in the mind of the self for 
the bliss of knowledge (cf. Aristotle) or somewhere between heaven and earth or like Kafka 
would simply say over the surface and under the feet.  But unfortunately we are still 
staggering on an earth – otherwise the beautiful earth – where one feels to be happy touching 
the barren sand of the moon and on the other side, a child on this same earth dies out of 
destitution by every tick of the minute; and the former could sleep at night silently, without 
being nagged by the slightest bit of conscience whatsoever. Because of all such hard facts, the 
necessity of the state for the social reality of today is apparent, be it for the administration of 
social and civil justice, and be it for the administration and distribution of wealth or 
controlling and monitoring of the latter with the help of the “magical market forces”. 
Likewise mankind is today full of all sorts of faiths and all kinds of religions. Whether or not 
with a highly genuine spiritual purpose or as a style of life, these spiritual instances attract 
and absorb the individuals or groups of mankind, since it lies in the nature of the human to be 
spiritually affiliated to this or that sect. As long as they are not instances of human 
manipulations, as unfortunately they indeed mostly are, these religions or faiths constituted 
in all forms of institutions could play a healthy social role. They can fulfil their social 
purposes in helping to elevate mankind, if not in the possible spiritual humbleness, at least, in 
the sense of human ethics and in its moral awareness. If we are lucky and the intellectual 
level of the society allows, this objective can more or less be fulfilled by the religions available 
today. And thanks god, ample humanist intellectuals have pleaded for religion not to meddle 
in the secular section of life. At least in the regions where enlightenment has succeeded, it is 
established, that the civil state should be free of any religious affiliation or attachment, which 
is the most optimal way of looking at it. The Faith posited here, as the high objective of the 
harmony of life, is but of a higher abstraction. This is, on the one hand the sum total of the 
philosophy of enlightenment and the belief that the human mind would be at its summit of 
intellectual abstraction capacity and would touch all godly virtues, when it is free of any 
institutions, dogmas and religions in their traditional interpretation of disciplining the life of 
the human. Without the inherent insight emanating from oneself, liberation of the self would 
not be materialized. This way of attitude can be manifested in all forms of intellectual 
devotion or system of belief, be it philosophy or religion. On the other side, there is the 
quintessence of the sum total of all institutionalized manifestations of religions, which could 
serve as instances of ethics and moral awareness, which are of spiritual nature but also 
secular enough to be in favor of  life and in an indirect service of the state where they exist. 
Whether, those from the traditional religion politically liberated intellectuals like it or not, 
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the form of faith whose moments stretch in the two directions mentioned is amply present in 
the social reality of today. And it is the quintessence of all these aspects of faith, which I 
concretely posit as a higher objective for the spiritual plane at large.  This culminates 
ultimately in the Faith for life with the purpose of realizing the other high objectives of 
mankind. Peace, perfection and culture, which in turn will lead us to the longed harmony in 
society and the intellectual individual mind at its highest level of intelligence based on reason 
and logic, which is again itself not devoid of faith for a still higher purpose; a higher purpose 
beyond human dimension, with which only the mind can and may prepare itself - if not 
endowed by nature and historical process in its substance, as some may be - a ready mind at 
least in the will,  
The will for a healthy human conscience to live with one’s neighbor; 
The will for a state of peaceful existence;  
The will to learn and progress towards perfection;  
The will to appreciate the development of human culture in its diversity and complexity;  
And never the arrogance of superiority in an inhuman uniformity, negating the very nature of 
life or pseudo equality in a uniformity of life, for the purpose of manipulating man. Can you 
make out of a cactus tree a eucalyptus, or is it better and wiser to make their common soil 
fertile?  The faith in Harmony is not a belief in uniformity like religions of this or that color 
may propagate. On the contrary, it is a state of existence with diversity and complexity as its 
prerequisites. It is with this conception that Faith is presented as one of the four high 
objectives of life in harmony. Faith as the crème de la  crème emanating out of the healthy 
human conscience, the non-dogmatic section of religion and the philosophical faith based on 
the intellect. 
 

*** 
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May Science make it to Perfection 

With Time and Space, 
New Dimension. 

May Culture be pure and Human 
Would History cease to be? 

For new Culture, Peace and free, 
Life is Faith and Faith in Life 

For Infinity — Eternity, 
Through Harmony 

To the Point, the Destiny. 
JOY! is the final Act! 

Through high Hope -Deliverance, 
It is real; for the Human to feel the Source. 

 
 
 
 

 

HARMONY 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Be it Nature or Universe 
With Mankind full of Wisdom 

Where the state is History 
And the Laws are Freedom. 

Where faith and religion 
Inspire pure Knowledge 

Life for Heavon; 
Is a challenge. 

For perfection, peace and culture. 
JOY! is the final Act! 

Through Harmony the glory purpose 
The godly Human would touch the Source. 
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 “It occurred to me by intuition, and music was the driving force behind 
that intuition. My discovery was the rest of musical perception.” - 
Albert Einstein on his Theory of Relativity 

The Purpose of Life (Quintessence) 
 
The purpose of Life is to develop the godly nature of Mankind and create the harmonious 
Human Being after generations. 
 
The quintessence of life lies on 
I. The social plane 
II. The cultural plane 
III. The Material plane 
IV. The Spiritual plane 
 
The interfaces on the transcendental level are 
V. The Human plane (consisting of these four planes) 
and 
VI. The Absolute plane (consisting of all the planes) 
 
There are eight Dimensions making the Backbone of these Planes 
1. The State & Laws   5. Mankind & Conscience 
2. Community & Ethics   6. Nature & Religion 
3. Family & Love    7. The Universe & Faith 
4. The Human Being & Hope         8. God, The Absolute & Deliverance 
 
These Dimensions have their corresponding Axes: 
1. Humanity (h )     5. Mass (m ) 
2. Intelligence/Consciousness (I )   6. Energy (E ) 
3. Music (q)      7. Light (c ) 
4. Destiny (D)     8. The Source (S) 
 
Analogous to the Einstein theory of relativity, which is formulated 
for the Material & Spiritual plane (in the Godly Hemisphere) by 

E=mc
2; Energy = Mass x (Speed of Light)

 2
; 

there may be a social reality which can be formulated by 

I= hq
2
; Intelligence = Humaniy x (Quality of Music)

 2 

for the social & cultural plane (in the Human Hemisphere). 
According to this Model, the Purpose of Life is HARMONY within and between the four 
Planes of Life and achieving the corresponding Higher Objectives of Mankind:- 
 
Peace, Culture, Perfection/Wealth and Faith. 
 
This will give birth to the godly Human, the Destiny, ready to rejoin its Source. 
The Present is however unhappy and full of disharmony. The unhappy present is due to this 
disharmony within and between these planes of Life. 
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Visualising 
The Interrelations within the Harmony Model 

 
 
- Take a model of Sphere.  The Human Space makes half of the Sphere and the Godly Space 
the other half. The Human Hemisphere and the Godly Hemisphere are graphically 
represented in three Dimensional Space. 
 
- The Time Komponent is integrated in the fact that the Concepts are taken to behave as 
Waves of idesas running through time. 
 
- The Hemispheres are constituted of as many layers as is necessary for its structural setup. 
These layers are vertically setup down to the simplest aggregate of the Section. 
 
- Every layer has horizontally two planes highly related to each other. Like the two sides of 
the same coin: The Social and the Cultural Planes for the Human Hemisphere; the Material 
and the Spiritual Planes for the Godly Hemisphere. 
 
- The Sectors of the Human and the Godly Hemispheres are here graphically represented in 
their context of relations. Moreover, whatever Space they occupy, the Concepts are taken to 
have the capacity and properties of Waves to influence and flow into each other, resulting in 
as much vitality as possible to reflect the reality. 
 
- At the Centre of the Sphere is the Subject - HUMAN - , with its Human and Godly 
Attributes in direct diversed relations and access to All Komponents of the SPHERE of 
IDEAS. 
 
- This SPHERE of IDEAS is THE WORD of the SOURCE. THE WORD –  
The PLAY where this ASHORE and that BEYOND of the HARMONY is eternally 
tuned to exist in the SYMPHONY of ALL, flowing and floating like in the "Ballet piece of 
Joseph Strauss " -the Dynamiden Waltz- with every being offering its harmonious "musical 
touch". 
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Legends and Explanation: 
Structural-table  
Each of the four planes of life has three sections organically related to each other making a 
harmonious sphere. 
 
Each section consists of three sectors which make the intermediate macrostructure of the 
plane to form the harmonious sectional whole. 
 
Each sector can have its units and each unit its elements, making the next structural 
aggregate etc. 
 
Every aggregate at any point of the structure is autonomous in its function, complementary in 
its relations and inspiring in its effects. 
 
Further micro levels of the structure, belong to the sphere of science and are subjects of 
investigation, study, research and analysis. 
 
On a transcendental level interfacing life and beyond, there are two further planes, which are 
represented by the 4th and 8th dimensions mentioned. 
 
-The Human plane, which consists of the other four planes and whose subject is the Human 
being (mind, body & spirit) with its Destiny as its Axis and complete individual freedom as 
the scale of its plane. 
 
-The Absolute plane (Heaven, earth & beyond-dimension), which covers all the five planes 
and that beyond human dimension, has the Source as its axis and a non-dimensional scale.  
 
These two planes are not points of presentation here, since they belong to the strict sovereign 
domain of the individual human, who is in the spirit of grasping the essence and purpose of 
life to determine and control its own being autonomously or leave it for the course of nature. 
 
(The content numbers are based on the dimensional division used in the graphical 
presentation.) 

 
I. The Social Plane 
    
Sections of the social plane: 
1. The State 
 
 Sectors of the State 
 1.1 The Legislative system 
  1.2 The Executive/Administration systems 
 1.3 The Judiciary system 
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2. The community 
 
 Sectors of the community 
 2.1 Education / profession 
 2.2 Production / business 
 2.3 Distribution / market, social 
 
 
3. The family 
 
 Sectors of the family 
 3.1 Intelligence / the individual 
 3.2 Activity / labour 
 3.3 Necessity / income 
 
4. The Human being/ the individual belonging to the human plane 
 
 

II. The Cultural Plane 
 
Sections of the cultural plane: 
1. Laws 
 
 Sectors of laws 
 1.1 Human and basic rights 
 1.2 Civil laws 
 1.3 Penal laws 
 
2. Ethics 
 
 Sectors of ethics 
 2.1 Historical based ethical norms 
 2.2 Cultural based ethical norms 
 2.3 Traditional based norms 
 
3. Love / human solidarity 
 
 Sectors of love & solidarity 
 3.1 Spiritual based love and solidarity 
 3.2 Cultural based love and solidarity 
 3.3 Biological love / sex and reproduction 
 
4. HOPE / belonging to the Human plane 
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III. The Material Plane 
 
Sections of the material plane: 
5. Mankind 
 
 Sectors of knowledge on mankind  
 5.1 Ontology / reality & developments 
 5.2 Anthropology / constants & changes 
 5.3 Genealogy / constants & changes 
 
6. Nature 
 
 Sectors of knowledge on nature 
 6.1 Geology / reality & changes 
 6.2 Geography / reality & changes 
 6.3 Archaeology / background & inspirations 
 
7. Universe 
 
 Sectors of knowledge on the universe 
 7.1 Cosmology / origins & influence 
 7.2 Astronomy / origins & inspirations 
 7.3 Astrology / investigation & influence 
 
8. GOD / beyond life belonging to the Absolute plane 
 

IV. The Spiritual Plane 
 
Sections of the spiritual plane: 
5. Conscience 
 
 Sectors of conscience 
 
 5.1 Human conscience & consciousness 
 5.2 Social conscience & moral awareness 
 5.3 Individual conscience & integrity 
 
6. Religion 
 
 Sectors of religion  
 6.1 Philosophical conceptions 
 6.2 Theological conception 
 6.3 Cultural based & conception 
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7. Faith 
 
 Sectors of faith 
 7.1 Spiritual inspiration and conception 
 7.2 Intellectually conceived 
 7.3 Enlightenment based 
 
8. Deliverance, beyond life belonging to the Absolute plane 
 

Relations and Reflections 
 
Harmony can be achieved through relations and reflections. If Relations and reflections are 
only conceived as contradictions and opposites the outcome would be perpetual struggle and 
disharmony. On the contrary, relations and reflections are dialectical moments of units and 
elements of life making a higher unit contributing to the harmonious whole. Relations have 
complementary moments. Reflections contain reciprocal inspiring effects. 
 
All relations and reflections are always in the final analysis either triangular or dual. 
 

Triangular relations: 
 
The social, the cultural and the human plane 
The spiritual, the material and the absolute plane 
The social, the absolute and the material plane 
The cultural, the human and the spiritual plane 
Etc. (See model for further possible relations & reflections) 
 

Dual relations: 
 
The social and the cultural planes 
1. State and Laws  
2. Community and Ethics 
3. Family and Love 
 
The absolute plane and the human plane 
4. The Human being and Hope 
 
The material and the spiritual planes 
5. Mankind and conscience 
6. Nature and religion 
7. Universe and Faith 
 
The absolute plane & the human plane 
8. God and Deliverance 
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The social and the material planes 
1. State and Mankind 
2. Community and Nature 
3. Family and Universe 
 

 
The cultural and the spiritual planes 
1. Laws and Conscience 
2. Ethics and Religion 
3. Love and Faith 

 
Reflections / Inspiring effects:  
 
The social and spiritual planes  
1. State   and  7. Faith   
2. Community  and   6. Religion 
3. Family   and  5. Conscience 
 
The human and the absolute planes 
4. The Human  and  8. God 
 
The cultural and the material planes 
1. Laws   and  7. Universe 
2. Ethics   and  6. Nature  
3. Love   and  5. Mankind 
 
The human and the absolute planes 
4. Hope   and  8. Deliverance 

 
Axes, Scales & Higher-Objectives 
 
I. The social plane has the Axis of humanity (h); humanity in the context of the dimension of 
the state and laws . The scale of this Axis is HISTORY. 
 
History, in accordance with achieving the higher-objective of PEACE; History, through the 
cultural development, with enlightenment playing a crucial role, and the support of scientific 
progress, has brought about no other form of state than Democracy, which can better serve 
the high objective of Peace. PEACE has been and can only be achieved as long as there is 
harmony between the cultural and the social planes and all the more between the sections 
within these planes. Peace has always been compromised in History, as soon as the harmony 
between these factors (planes, sections, sectors, units, elements) was risked, with the 
consequences of wars and revolutions. 
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II. The Cultural plane has the Axis of music (q); quality of music in the context of the 
dimension of the family and love. Music is a relation of cultural development and material 
production, signifying eternity. The scale of this Axis is CULTURE. 
 
Culture, however it may be quantified, in the light of achieving a high human CULTURE of 
peace, is significant. There are some absolute high figures and works, which are incontestable 
like Shakespeare, Goethe, and Mozart...Ghandi ... Mandela...etc the human message and 
peace is the essence of the scale. 
 
INTELLIGENCE in the context of the dimension of community and Ethics, as a function 
of the factors -humanity and quality of music, is the Axis interfacing both the social and the 
cultural planes. 
 
III. The material plane has the Axis of mass (m); mass in the context of the dimension of 
mankind and conscience. The scale of this axis is SCIENCE. 
 
Development of Science in accordance with the higher-objective of PERFECTION, in the 
sense of a human culture, harmony with nature and life as a whole. The development of all 
spheres of science has always in the end amounted to understanding mankind, nature and the 
universe in depth, which leads Man to PERFECTION. 
 
IV. The spiritual plane has the Axis of light (c); light in the context of the dimension of the 
universe and faith. Light/ speed of light/, which is a relation of space to time, signifying 
infinity. The scale of this axis is SPACE. 
 
Space, which is abstract and extends up to a dimensionless imagination of non-space; has the 
higher-objective of FAITH in the Absolute, which gives life a PURPOSE; HARMONY. 
Through Harmony transcendence is possible and FAITH can be achieved and through Faith 
the reality of Harmony can be felt.  
 
FAITH, however, as the common interface to the human and absolute plane, is a domain of 
the free and sovereign Individual Human being, which cannot and does not impose itself on 
Life but come about in due course of Nature and embraces the human species. Faith is a 
feeling, which is relatively present in the social reality or the real human being (as an 
experience or otherwise), and all the more, as one of the four higher-objectives of mankind to 
give life a purpose and maintain the path of optimism and hope. It is of paramount 
significance to consider this Faith (it is not only religion, which is exclusive) as a reality to 
maintain the Harmony of Life. Otherwise society will end up under the domination of 
religious fanatics, who will manipulate the faith-related natural instincts of mankind, like all 
dogmatic ideologies do, to counteract the very enlightenment we are longing for.  
 
ENERGY in the context of the dimension of nature and religion, as a function of the factors 
- mass and the speed of light, is the Axis interfacing both the material and the spiritual 
planes. 
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The Nucleus - Science and Creation 
 
Science is the companion of mankind and life since creation or the beginning of existence, 
running through the four planes of life covering the necessary and corresponding domains and 
faculties of knowledge, like a spiral thread of network developing through time and history. 
This is represented like a pipeline full of the different contents nourishing the different planes 
on its way of development and maturing process. This is also taking into account the source 
of creation symbolized by the cross or the four arrows signifying the four main religious 
streams of today: Judaism, Christianity, Islam and Buddhism & related. The beginning of 
initial sciences; mathematics and Source, medicine and Energy, pedagogy and the Human 
being, music and Intelligence, is presented at the centre; the offspring of initial-existence. 
The beginning of Science and Creation is a dual relation, which exists together and attains 
its resolution in the domain of the human and absolute planes, a sovereign sphere of the 
individual HUMAN BEING. 
The spiral thread of science has not finished covering the planes signifying that it is far from 
PERFECTION and is on its way of developing and maturing. The level of this development 
can indicate the quality of life, the degree of the achievement of harmony in life, the four 
objectives of mankind and the possible resolution of the relation between creation and 
science. 
 
Main Spheres of Science serving the different planes of life- the gardens of life- as 
nourishment: 
 
I. The social plane 
Sociology, Economics, political science and Engineering 
Mathematics & Music 
 
I. The cultural plane 
History, Philology, Literature/Arts and Laws 
Music & Pedagogy 
 
III. The material plane 
Physics, Chemistry and Biology 
Mathematics & Medicine 
 
IV. The spiritual plane 
Theology, Philosophy, Psychiatry and Psychology 
Medicine & Pedagogy 
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Hermes Trismegistus 
The Emerald Table
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Planetary Archetypes and Meanings* 
Integrated in the Harmony Model

*** 
1. Sun / Selfhood: The intersection of the Absolute, 

the Material, the spiritual and the Human planes 
 

2. Moon / Psyche: The intersection of the Absolute, 
the Social, the Cultural and the Human planes 

 
3. Mercury /Mind: The intersection of the Human and 

the Material planes within the Spiritual sphere 
 

4. Venus / Love: The intersection of the Human and 
the Social planes within the parameters of the Cultural sphere 

 
5. Mars / War; Struggle: The intersection of the Absolute and 

the Cultural planes in the context of the Social sphere 

 
6. Jupiter /Victory; Success: The intersection of the Absolute and  

the Spiritual planes posited in the Material sphere 
 

7. Saturn / Power: The intersection of the Absolute and  
the Social planes 

 
8. Uranus/ R-Evolution: The intersection of the Human and  

the Cultural planes 
 

9. Neptune / Faith: The intersection of the Human and  
the Spiritual planes 

 
10. Pluto / Transcendence: The intersection of the Absolute and  

the Material planes. 
 

LIFE is a beautiful adventure full of Wonders for the curious Human Intellect! 

*cf Richard Tarnas, “Cosmos and Psyche” 2006 
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SunFlower  

The Fibonacci Sequence,  
Golden Section  

 

 http://www.flickr.com/photos/lucapost/ 4 /
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5 Zoltan Kodály was a prominent Hungarian composer, educator, ethnomusicologist, linguist, author and

philosopher.
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                         .





CHANG YOUR 
MIND 

********************************************* 

Words of Emotion* 

 
 
 

"Make it as simple as possible, but not less  simple" 
(Einstein) 

 
 

"Oh," said the mouse, "the world is becoming tighter 
with each passing day. First, it was so wide that I was 

afraid.  I ran and ran on and was happy to finally find a 
wall in a distance. Left and right in the distance I saw 
the walls, but these long walls rush so quickly to each 
other that I already find myself in the last room, and 

there at an angle, is the trap in which I run."- 
" You only have to change the direction, „said the cat 

and ate the rat. (Kafka fable…My translation; 1/) 
 
 

OH! POOR AFRICA? 
 

Lacks the State, 
The “Stick and the Stock”? 

The Paradigm, 
 

The Shift and The Dead Ends 

Oh! Tiny and Mighty! 



Would you Change your mind? 

 

1. Social 
 

 

 
Change your mind 

Challenge your head. 
 

Don’t ache your head, 
Don't break your heart, 
If you still, feel the heat, 

If you indeed hear the beat. 
... 

Tiny and mighty! 

 

Aren’t  you happy!? 
TAKE A BREAK! And scream, 

You need a therapy! 

... 
Challenge your head, 

You will get your bread. 
Change your mind, 

You will get your state, 
You are now at stake. 
If you have in mind, 



 

The dead end and the rat 

In the KAFKA FABLE (1), 
The wall and the cat... 

 

The cat, ... is just a cat 

Not a friend not a rat. 
It is good for the rat 

Not to follow suite, 
 

Not to consult the cat. 
***Don’t ache your head, 

 

Don't pose like a cat, 
You can live like a rat, 

If you are not a cat! 

 

If you are not a rat, nor a cat, 
Make a leap, take a ride, 

You may not need a state, 
Nor a shift, ...not a shit or a sheet! 

 

Change your mind, 
Challenge your head, 

Mold your set. 
Build your head, 

Right and left, left and right 

Build a mind, make a set; 
The Dead Ends are your Heads 

In your Heads, 
THE DEAD ENDS ARE THE HEADS. 

Not the STATE, nor the RENTS. 
Soft is, ... the conflict, 



The state and private. 
Hard are the rocks, 

Concrete, the cement, the matter, 
The grey in your heads, 

Need the shift. 
 

2. The Human 

 

Change your mind 

Challenge your head. 
Don’t ache your head, 

Don't break your heart, 
If you still, feel the heat, 

If you indeed hear the beat. 
... 

Tiny and mighty! 

 

Aren’t you happy!? 

TAKE A BREAK! And scream,You need a therapy! 

... 
 

Challenge your head, 
You will get your bread. 

Change your mind, 
You will get your state, 
You are now at stake. 

*** 

You may change, 
 

The waters in the seas 

A thousand, and a hundred times. 
Never could a rock, 

And a dead fish swim.The Shift, the Rift,...the Move, 



And the PEACE you lack, 
It's in your MIND. 

Not the STATE, 
The “Stick or the Stock” 

 

YOU! You have to “develop”! 

Make your mind, 
 

Mold your set; 
Build your head, 

Right and left, left and right 

Make a set. 
Step ahead or backward 

Ask the dead or the old, 
The Antic, the Polis, 

Your meta - the Physics, 
Paradigm, 

The maxim, 
Is as old,... as Mankind. 
And the DEAD ENDS, 

Are your heads. 
Africa, has a LOT, 

Of your sort and your lots. 
It is You, the DEAD ENDS, 

THE DEAD HEADS. 
Africa needs, not a shift In Para-DIGM, 

Is a shift and shuffle of your kinds, 
That it lacks. For its peace, for its fate, 

Rich in bread. 
Healthy child, best mind... 

Call it, if you like, Demo-Cracy, 
But Attention! Demagogy, 



“Z” and “c”, Philology. 
At times and History, 

Demo-craCy goes craZy… 

… 

At such moments, 
Stop TIME, 

Go and Go ahead, 
 

To the SOURCE....the best b-reed, 
The Origin, the  best c-reed. 

 

Change your mind 

Challenge your head.Don’t hesitate, 
Break your head, 
Break your heart 

You would have IT, 
It is THE HEAT 

A MOMENT  bit, 
universal, AFRICAN BEAT. 

 



 

3.   Cultural 

 

Change your mind 

Challenge your head. 
 

Don’t ache your head, 
Don't break your heart, 
If you still, feel the heat, 

If you indeed hear the beat. 
... 

Tiny and mighty! 

 

You aren’t happy! 

TAKE A BREAK! And scream, 
You need a therapy! 

*** 

 

ENOUGH is Enough! 

Call the spade by the name! 

Let the cat be a cat! 

 

Let the rat be a rat! 

For a sufficient LIFE; 
Like the Yin and Yang 

In the Eastern Wisdom, 
Like the Son and Father 

In the Christian Faith, 
Like the Star and the Moon, 

In the Sufi mystics, 
In the Muslim Belief. 

 

If you are, 
 



Neither Cat nor a Rat! 

Make a leap take a ride! 

Mold your lot, blend your set! 

Change your mind! 

Change your head! 

Feel the Spirit! 

 

Lest, You are NONE! 

 
 

Or ‘Orbis’ and A MAN! 
Of the laity....the clergy. 

The Light, the sound or the beat. 
It’s the moment TO BE, 
At NO TIME, at a Point. 
The Para- the Plasma- 

 

The Laicus’ -COMMON SENSE. 
THE SPACE, The quantum and, 

The Para-SIGHT. 
 

 
4. Material 

 

Tiny and mighty, 
You're not happy. 

 

TAKE A BREAK! And scream, 
You need a therapy! 



 

***Sing…a Song….and 

scream…Hi Hi Loneliness!!! 
 

Bye Bye Happiness!!! 
So far, the lay, 

 

It's Sell and lie, Lie and “Buy” 

No SHIFT no HEAD, 
* 

MAY DAY! MAY DAY!! 
 

Poor Africa! Cry and Die! 

You never know..... 
May be......FLY 

Maya ... F......L.......Y.....!? (2) 

High,  Higher and High. 
* 

 

And "ETHIOPIA" !!? 



Do You still sing and cry…….only cry? 

…….08.08.08..… “WAAAAAAAI”  ! 

And ….AI !? 

Always  I AI … 

Nothing but WAI….and …. I. 
 

5.   Spiritual 
 

Tiny and mighty! 

TAKE A BREAK! And then scream, 
You need a therapy! 

The Greed or the Head, 
Lacks the Remedy; 

FROM THE ALMIGHTY? 

 

OH NO! Tiny and Mighty!! 

COME ON Move, 

To the GOLDEN MEAN. 
To Harmony, 
To the cosmic, 

The DIVINE Proportion, 
THERE, 

Is always sufficient room! 

 
6.    The Absolute 

 

Change your mind, 
Challenge your head; 

“The TEACHER comes, only 

When the Student is ready!” (3) 

For a discourse – in common sense 

Philosophy, the Therapy. 
*** 



From the Laicus….to the Expert 

 
 

 
Notes: 
This piece, *Words of emotion” is a tiny expression of rage, in memory of the 
classical “Berekete Mergem”, which gave birth to “a generation of emotion”, in 
vain sacrificed and the African-Ethiopian lot still without its bread and 
appropriate head. It is conceived in the tradition of “Semina Work”. 
 
The Kafka fable in the original German: 
http://www.hekaya.de/txt.hx/kleine-fabel--fabel--kafka_1 
 
" »Ach«, sagte die Maus, »die Welt wird enger mit jedem Tag. Zuerst war sie so breit, 
dass ich Angst hatte, ich lief weiter und war glücklich, dass ich endlich rechts und 
links in der Ferne Mauern sah, aber diese langen Mauern eilen so schnell aufeinander 
zu, dass ich schon im letzten Zimmer bin, und dort im Winkel steht die Falle, in die 
ich laufe.« – »Du musst nur die Laufrichtung ändern«, sagte die Katze und fraß sie." 
 

1)       The MAYA Calendar, which is referred to end on the 21. 12. 2012 is considered by 
astronomers and mystics to be a special date, when an extra ordinary celestial 
constellation would take place. “On the winter solstice in 2012, the sun will be 
aligned with the center of the Milky Way for the first time in about 26,000 years.” 
http://www.usatoday.com/tech/science/2007-03-27-maya-2012_n.htm 

2)       “The Teacher comes only when the student is ready”; interpreted from… A 
Buddhist Proverb: “When the student is ready, the teacher will appear. ... -Meaning that 
“Peace and change come from within. Do not seek it without.” 
 

http://www.hekaya.de/txt.hx/kleine-fabel--fabel--kafka_1
http://www.usatoday.com/tech/science/2007-03-27-maya-2012_n.htm
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